Reference: 20210349
4 October 2021

Dear
Thank you for your Official Information Act request (OIA), received on 26 July 2021.
You requested the following:
-Treasury Report T2021/682: Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
-Treasury Report T2021/948: NZ Post: Briefing to the Acting Minister for State
Owned Enterprises
-Treasury Report T2021/878: 2021/22 Statements of Intent of Airport Companies
-Treasury Report T2020/3536: Progressing the review of KiwiRail's entity form
-Treasury Report T2021/1089: Follow up on the Landcorp Farming Limited
Independent Review
-Aide Memoire T2021/1074: Meeting with NZ Post Chair and CE
-Treasury Report T2021/1135: Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22
Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of Intent
The request was extended by 30 working days.
Information being released
I have decided to release all seven documents that you have requested. In addition, I
have decided to also provide you with a copy of the final letter that the Minister for
State Owned Enterprises sent to the Chair of Landcorp Farming Limited (item 8). I
have decided to release this letter as reports 1 and 5 in the table below include draft
versions of the letter, so it is appropriate that you should also see the final letter sent.
Please find enclosed the following documents:
Item
1.

Date
14 April 2021

2.

20 April 2021

3.

21 April 2021

4.

23 April 2021

Document Description
Treasury Report: T2021/682
Landcorp Farming LimitedIndependent Review
Treasury Report: T202/948 NZ
Post: Briefing to the Acting Minister
for State Owned Enterprises
Treasury Report T2021/878:
2021/22 Statements of Intent of
Airport Companies
Joint Report: T2020/3536
Progressing the review of Kiwirail’s
entity form

Decision
Release in part
Release in part
Release in part
Release in part

1 The Terrace
PO Box 3724
Wellington 6140
New Zealand
tel. +64-4-472-2733
https://treasury.govt.nz

5.

3 May 2021

6.

11 May 2021

7.

12 May 2021

8.

3 June 2021

Treasury Report: T2021/1089
Follow up on Landcorp Farming
Limited Independent Review
Aide Memoire: T2021/1074
Meeting with NZ Post Chair, Chief
Executive and Chief Financial
Officer
Treasury Report T2021/1135:
Crown Infrastructure Partners
Limited: FY22 Statement of
Performance Expectations and
FY22-25 Statement of Intent
Letter To Dr Warren Parker
Landcorp Farming Limited
Independent Review:

Release in part
Release in part

Release in part

Release in part

I have decided to release the documents listed above, subject to information being
withheld under one or more of the following sections of the OIA, as applicable:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

personal contact details of officials, under section 9(2)(a) – to protect the privacy
of natural persons, including that of deceased natural persons,
names and contact details of officials, under section 9(2)(g)(ii) – to maintain the
effective conduct of public affairs through protecting Ministers, members of
government organisations, officers and employees from improper pressure or
harassment,
advice still under consideration, section 9(2)(f)(iv) – to maintain the current
constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by
Ministers and officials,
confidential information, under section 9(2)(j) – to enable the Crown to negotiate
without prejudice or disadvantage,
commercially sensitive information under section 9(2)(i) – to enable the Crown to
carry out commercial activities without prejudice or disadvantage,
certain sensitive advice under section 9(2)(ba)(i) – to protect information which is
subject to an obligation of confidence or which any person has been or could be
compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment, where the making
available of the information would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar
information, or information from the same source, and it is in the public interest
that such information should continue to be supplied,
certain sensitive advice, under section 9(2)(g)(i) – to maintain the effective
conduct of public affairs through the free and frank expression of opinions,
commercially sensitive information, under section 9(2)(b)(ii) – to protect the
commercial position of the person who supplied the information, or who is the
subject of the information, and
direct dial phone numbers of officials, under section 9(2)(k) – to prevent the
disclosure of information for improper gain or improper advantage.

Direct dial phone numbers of officials have been redacted under section 9(2)(k) in
order to reduce the possibility of staff being exposed to phishing and other scams. This
is because information released under the OIA may end up in the public domain, for
example, on websites including Treasury’s website.
In making my decision, I have considered the public interest considerations in section
9(1) of the OIA.
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Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed documents
may be published on the Treasury website.
This reply addresses the information you requested. You have the right to ask the
Ombudsman to investigate and review my decision.
Yours sincerely

Ann Webster
Acting Manager, Commercial Performance
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Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review

14 April 2021

Report No:

T2021/682

File Number:

SE-2-8-2

Action sought
Action sought

Deadline

Minister of Finance
(Hon Grant Robertson)

Agree to the recommendations in this 30 April 2021
paper, including the Minister for State
Owned Enterprises sending a letter to
the Chair of Landcorp on next steps

Associate Minister of Finance
(Hon David Parker)

Note the content of this briefing

Minister for State Owned Enterprises
(Hon Dr David Clark)

Agree to the recommendations in this 30 April 2021
paper, including signing a letter to
the Chair of Landcorp on next steps

30 April 2021

Contact for telephone discussion (if required)
Name

Position

Amanda Wilson

Analyst, Commercial Performance

Maureena van der Lem

Manager, Commercial Performance

Minister’s Office actions (if required)
Return the signed report to Treasury
Send the signed letter to the Chair of Landcorp

Note any
feedback on
the quality of
the report

Enclosure:

Yes (attached)

Treasury:4430989v1

Telephone
s9(2)(k)

1st Contact
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Treasury Report: Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
Executive Summary
This report provides you with an overview of the Landcorp Farming Limited (Landcorp)
Independent Review (the Review), implications and proposed next steps. A full summary of
the Review report and individual operations can be found attached to this report as Annex 1.
A draft letter is attached to this report for shareholding Ministers to consider sending to the
Chair of Landcorp outlining your views and expectations as a result of the Review.
On 19 March 2021, Dr James Morrison provided his final report on the performance of
Landcorp. Landcorp provided its response to the Review to shareholding Ministers on
12 April 2021.
The key areas arising from the report are transparency and accountability, on-farm
performance, off-farm performance and corporate overheads. Together, these matters raise
questions about the current business model s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

The Review finds:
•

Strengths in Landcorp’s environmental and health and safety practices, and its on-farm
diversification strategies, including the shift to organic farming, which is proving
profitable. On-farm operations have improved over recent years, but still perform at or
below sector benchmarks (before the allocation of corporate overheads). A failure to
demonstrate viable good practice on-farm operations could undermine Landcorp’s
ability to influence the sector to adopt improved practices.

•

Continued risks to off-farm performance in the future, which has not delivered as
intended to date. 9(2)(b)(ii)
.
9(2)(b)(ii)

•

Landcorp has high corporate overheads 9(2)(b)(ii)
are in part a product of its complex business model.

, which
9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

.

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

As a commercial business, Landcorp explores ways of developing its business. The Review
finds that Landcorp is adding value through profitable on-farm activities and so does not
necessarily need to go beyond the farm-gate into off-farm ventures to achieve value-add.
9(2)(b)(ii)

The Treasury proposes a phased response to the Review recommendations with actions
framed in the short, medium and longer term. The short-term actions represent good practice
that we would expect all companies to be doing. These can be implemented immediately,
and the Treasury will work with Landcorp on this. The medium and longer-term actions are
where the value lies in terms of lifting performance. Each action will inform the next.
Short-term – addressing transparency and accountability requirements. Landcorp has
proposed actions to address the concerns set out in the Review and will work with the
Treasury to implement them.

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Medium-term – understanding core on-farm performance. s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

Longer-term – s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
. The core rationale underpinning the
current strategy was to diversify revenue streams to create more sustainable returns. This
level of returns has not yet been achieved s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)
We recommend that consideration is given to the business model and strategy,
including Landcorp’s role in industry good and value-add opportunities. s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)
s

Recommended Action
We recommend that you:
and
s9(2)(g)(i)

a

note that the Independent Review into Landcorp Farming Limited’s (Landcorp’s)
performance outlines strengths in Landcorp’s environmental, health and safety and
genetics practices, but also notes concerns about Landcorp’s on-farm and off-farm
performance, high corporate overheads s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

b

c

note that Landcorp and the Treasury will work together to address the transparency
and accountability issues outlined in the Review as a matter of urgency
s9(2)(g)(i)

d

e

f

agree to provide Landcorp with an extension for the delivery of its final Statement of
Corporate Intent to 31 August 2021, as permitted under section 14(4) of the StateOwned Enterprises Act 1986
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Minister for State Owned Enterprises
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agree for the Minister for State Owned Enterprises to sign the attached letter to the
Chair of Landcorp.
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

Maureena van der Lem
Manager, Commercial Performance

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance

Hon David Parker
Associate Minister of Finance

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Treasury Report: Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
Purpose of Report
1.

This report provides you with an overview of the Landcorp Farming Limited (Landcorp)
Independent Review (the Review), implications and proposed next steps.

2.

A draft letter is attached to this report for shareholding Ministers to consider sending to
the Chair of Landcorp outlining your views and expectations as a result of the Review.

3.

A full summary of the Review’s final report can be found attached to this report as
Annex 1.

Report overview
4.

On 19 March 2021, Dr James Morrison provided his final report on the performance of
Landcorp. Landcorp provided its response to the Review to shareholding Ministers on
12 April 2021.

5.

The responsible Ministers for decisions on the Review are the shareholding Ministers
(Minister of Finance and Minister for State Owned Enterprises) with the Review falling
outside the delegation of day-to-day matters to the Associate Minister of Finance.

6.

The key themes of the final report largely follow those of the draft document received
on 27 February 2021 and reported to you by Treasury on 15 March 2021 (T2021/481).
For the final report, Dr Morrison has reorganised the conclusions and key themes to
provide useful insights into the underlying causes of performance and guidance for
next steps.

7.

There are four key issues arising from the report that we recommend require attention
– (i) transparency and accountability, (ii) on-farm performance, (iii) off-farm
performance and (iv) corporate overheads. s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

Issue 1: Transparency and accountability
8.

The Review concludes that Landcorp’s performance has proved difficult to assess
because of information shortcomings, lack of transparency and ‘moving targets’,
making it difficult to hold Landcorp to account. In particular, strategy and targets have
changed year-on-year and over-arching financial targets appear to be based on current
year forecasts and change year-on-year rather than being set as a goal.

9.

The Review advises that long-term strategic goals should be set and maintained as a
reference point, to allow progress to be tracked over time. To complement this tracking,
Landcorp should provide more transparent reporting, including segmented reporting
and commentary on variances from budget on an ongoing basis and undertaking costbenefit analyses of activities. Greater transparency about the trade-offs associated with
activity choices will also assist to understand the underlying performance of the
business.

10.

We understand that financial systems weaknesses identified in the Review have largely
been addressed by Landcorp and reliable regular year-on-year segmented and
variance forecasts can be prepared.

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Issue 2: On-farm performance
11.

The Review noted significant improvements in health and safety and environmental
practices, with Landcorp ahead of sector benchmarks in most areas.

12.

In terms of on-farm performance, Landcorp’s growth into organic farms has
demonstrated that it can achieve profitability with lower intensive farming systems.
More generally, on-farm diversification (forestry and lower carbon practices) is having a
positive impact on profitability and outcomes.

13.

However, Landcorp’s on-farm operations still tend to perform around or below sector
averages, before the allocation of corporate overheads. Allocating the relatively high
overheads (discussed below) would further deteriorate on-farm performance.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

Issue 3: Off-farm performance
14.

To date, Landcorp’s off-farm ‘value-add’/beyond the farm-gate operations have not
delivered as Landcorp anticipated. The Review identifies 9(2)(b)(ii)
part of the gap between Landcorp’s
9(2)(b)(ii)
s9(2)(g)(i)
forecast and actual performance.

15.

s9(2)(b)(ii)

s9(2)(g)(i)

16.

The Review

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

It notes that others in the market are undertaking similar ventures
with skills more aligned to these operations than Landcorp’s capabilities in on-farm
operations. While large, Landcorp only represents only 5.9% of New Zealand’s
livestock farming by area and 1.1% of national dairy farming and has limited ability to
leverage economies of scale. Its geographic spread means it cannot easily integrate
systems between farms or processing to match competitors that are more efficient
and/or have market power.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

17.

Put simply, the Review concludes that the core competencies required to deliver endto-end distribution, sales and inventory management, marketing and branding are very
different to those required of Landcorp’s core pastoral farming role. s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

18.

s9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)
9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

19.

While Landcorp is only a part shareholder in Spring Sheep, FarmIQ and Melody, its
Board is responsible for ensuring that Landcorp’s investments are performing
acceptably, including taking appropriate action where investments no longer stack up.
9(2)(b)(ii)

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Issue 4: Corporate overheads
20.

, Landcorp’s corporate overheads are high and

9(2)(b)(ii)

are in part a product of:

21.

a

the complex business model that Landcorp has adopted; and

b

tensions in the SOE model, namely that Landcorp sees that it has a higher cost
of compliance due to public accountability requirements.

While Landcorp undertook a Corporate Services Review in 2019, this review assumed
no change to the current strategy or business model and identified no immediate
material cost savings. s9(2)(g)(i)
9(2)(b)(ii)
, s9(2)(g)(i)
9(2)(b)(ii)
s9(2)(g)(i)

s

Strategy and business model
22.

Shareholding Ministers have, to varying degrees in the past, had a keen interest in
Landcorp participating in value-add activities, innovation, lowering environmental
footprints, undertaking an industry good role and in being an exemplar to others in the
market. Shareholding Ministers have set expectations to this effect, while being clear
that Landcorp’s core role is to excel as a pastoral farmer.

23.

The Review finds that there has been some tension in these expectations, in particular
that some of the activities could come at a higher cost and/or expose Landcorp to
higher risk. It notes that under the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986 (SOE Act),
Landcorp must carefully balance its activities so as to be as profitable and efficient as a
company not owned by the Crown. If Landcorp does not deem an activity commercially
beneficial, it should be transparent about the trade-offs made.

24.

As does any commercial business, Landcorp explores ways of developing its business.
The Review finds that Landcorp is adding value through profitable on-farm
developments and so does not need to go beyond the farm-gate into off-farm ventures
to achieve value-add. For example, the shift to:
•

alternate land uses, in particular forestry, has become a profitable and selffunding part of Landcorp’s portfolio; and

•

organic farms and practices leading to lower GHG emissions, coupled with a shift
to other milk suppliers such as Synlait, has been profitable.

25.

These successes present opportunities for Landcorp to further share its knowledge
with others in the sector to promote good practice farming. The Treasury recommends
further promotion of this work and more weight on achieving shareholder expectations
on-farm to demonstrate the viability of these practices.

26.

The Review highlights that the

9(2)(b)(ii)

‘off-farm’ ventures are not without risk, and

9(2)(b)(ii)

27.

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Implications
28.

The Review highlights some serious concerns with the current model and performance,
which could be addressed through a phased set of actions to be carried out in the
short, medium and longer terms. Note that the stages relate to implementation rather
than commencement:
•

Short-term – addressing transparency and accountability requirements;

•

Medium-term – understanding on-farm performance; and

•

Longer-term –

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

29.

The short-term actions represent good practice that one would expect all companies to
be doing. These can be implemented immediately, and the Treasury will work
alongside Landcorp on this. The medium and longer-term actions are where the value
lies in terms of lifting performance. Each action will inform the next.

30.

Landcorp has provided a response to shareholding Ministers on the Review,
predominately focusing on the Review’s 13 recommendations and proposing ways to
address the short-term, transparency and accountability concerns. The Treasury has
also met twice with the Chair, Dr Warren Parker, to discuss the report.

31.

The Treasury’s view is that the wider strategic questions raised by the Review should
also be addressed. These are discussed in the medium and long-term sections below.

Short-term – transparency and accountability
32.

33.

The Review identifies a number of basic transparency and accountability practices that
it says can and should be readily implemented. At a minimum these include:
•

Setting and retaining long-term strategic goals to transparently track progress on
performance of the strategy over time.

•

Providing more transparent accounting, including segmented reporting and
commentary on variances from budget on an ongoing basis.

•

Undertaking cost benefit analyses of activities and being transparent about any
trade-offs between commercial performance and broader sector benefits.

Landcorp proposes to work with the Treasury to assess the information requirements,
strengthen its accountability documents to include linkages and clarity over strategic
goals over time and prepare regular segmented reporting and variance analysis. This
work has already begun, with Landcorp developing a 2030 strategy incorporating
targets to reach over time. The Treasury is yet to assess this proposed strategy and
will continue to work with Landcorp to address other information requirements. We
recommend that you note in your letter to the Chair, your support for this increased
transparency.

Medium-term – on-farm performance
34.

In addition to the on-farm business being Landcorp’s performance priority, any
underperformance in core farming undermines Landcorp’s ability to influence change.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

Therefore, it is critical for Landcorp’s on-farm performance to
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
continue improving, if it wishes to have influence over the broader sector.

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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35.

36.

Regardless of its longer-term strategy s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
, being a
good pastoral farmer is likely to remain Landcorp’s primary objective. Landcorp is
focused on implementing benchmarking practices and upskilling staff across its farms
with performance improving in recent years. s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

.

s9(2)(f)(iv)

Longer-term –
37.

Page 9 of 124

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

The core rationale underpinning Landcorp’s current strategy is diversifying revenue
streams to create more sustainable returns. This intention has not been achieved.
s9(2)(g)(i)

38.

Given s9(2)(g)(i)
delivery and continued financial constraints,

, the high risks to strategy
s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

39. s9(2)(g)(i)

40.

41.

Shareholding Ministers can set expectations at any time. We recommend that you sign
the letter attached to this report, which sets out expectations about areas of focus and
for action by Landcorp as a result of the Report. The draft letter also asks Landcorp to
take the expectations it sets out into account in its upcoming Statement of Corporate
Intent.

42.

As per the SOE Act, Landcorp is required to deliver its draft SCI to shareholding
Ministers by 31 May 2021 with a final normally due by 1 July 2021. The matters noted
above will take time for the Board to consider. There is no legislative mechanism to
delay the delivery of the draft SCI, however, under section 14(4) of the SOE Act,
shareholding Minister can agree to an extension of the final SCI’s delivery. We
recommend that shareholding Ministers agree for an extension to 31 August 2021 to
allow time for proper discussion and consideration of the implications to occur.

Risks
43.

There is likely to be a high level of public interest in the outcomes of this Review and
Landcorp’s performance. We will keep your office informed of any information
requests.

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Next Steps
44.

The Treasury recommends that you consider sending the attached letter to the Chair of
Landcorp outlining your views and concerns as a result of the Review.

45.

This includes asking that:
a

as it proposes, Landcorp work with the Treasury to address the information,
transparency and accountability concerns arising from the review as an
immediate action;
s9(2)(f)(iv)

b

s9(2)(f)(iv)

,

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

c

s9(2)(g)(i)

46.

These actions are proposed to be carried out as a phased approach with information
being developed at each phase that supports the assessments proposed in the
succeeding phase.

47.

Successful performance of Landcorp’s core role is critical in it being able to influence
the adoption of good practice farming. This work should continue and should not be
interrupted by the proposed phased work programme set out above.

48.

s9(2)(g)(i)

49. s9(2)(g)(i)

T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Dr Warren Parker
Chair
Landcorp Farming Limited
s9(2)(a)

Dear Dr Parker
LANDCORP FARMING LIMITED INDEPENDENT REVIEW
I am writing on behalf of shareholding Ministers to outline our reflections on the Independent
Review and next steps.
Thank you for participating in the Review process and in sharing your response. We
appreciate that you are planning changes to address the transparency and accountability
concerns raised by the Review and ask that you work with the Treasury to implement these
as soon as possible.
We understand that differences in your views to those of the reviewer are inevitable and will
give careful consideration to the challenges you have set out to some of the Review’s
findings.
However, in our view there are some substantial questions arising from the Review and the
overall themes that emerge need to be considered further. These include concerns around
performance and the current cost structure which s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
We believe these matters should be
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
considered further and we look for your support and co-operation to do so.
We note and commend improvements in Landcorp’s on-farm performance in recent years, in
particular, the growth in organic farms and in demonstrating on-farm diversification to have
positive impacts on profits and outcomes. However, we note that Landcorp’s on-farm
operations still tend to perform around or below sector averages, before the allocation of
corporate overheads.
Shareholding Ministers continue to see that Landcorp’s core objective is to excel as a
pastoral farmer. It is critical that Landcorp is able to demonstrate strong farming performance
for it to be a leader in good farming practice. We understand that you are undertaking a
number of activities to strengthen your on-farm performance s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

The Review highlights that off-farm ventures continue to under-perform s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
The Review noted
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
that there are risks around Landcorp’s ability to execute its strategy cost-effectively given that
the core competencies for successfully delivering ‘off-farm’ ventures are quite different to
those required to deliver pastoral farming excellence.
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We

9(2)(b)(ii)

expect the Board to take a realistic view on the business’s prospects.

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

. We also note that these ventures add more complexity to
9(2)(b)(ii)
Landcorp’s business model with an impact on corporate costs.
The level of corporate overhead has been a concern of shareholding Ministers for a number
of years. We note that this Review concludes these high costs are in part due to the current
complex business model. We expect that further work is undertaken to optimise corporate
activity and make it fit-for-purpose, relative to Landcorp’s operational model.
Next steps
We expect, as you have proposed, for the transparency and accountability changes to be
implemented as soon as practicable and for you to work with the Treasury to make this
happen.
As stated above, strong on-farm performance remains our primary expectation for Landcorp,
both in fulfilling its core objective as an SOE and for Landcorp to have credibility to take a
leadership role in good farming practices. s9(2)(g)(i)
. s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

In developing your Statement of Corporate Intent, please consider this letter as you would a
Letter of Expectations, giving consideration to the expectations above and their implications
for your current strategy and business model. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

As per section 14(4) of the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986, we have decided to extend
the time by which you deliver your final SCI for 2021/22 to 31 August 2021. This is to ensure
that there is adequate time for the considerations noted above. You are still required by
legislation to deliver your draft SCI by no later than 31 May 2021. However, we acknowledge
that this may be a simplified form whilst further discussions are ongoing.
We appreciate that considerable time has gone into engaging in, and responding to, the
Review. We expect you to continue working with the Treasury on your response and
implementation.

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
On behalf of shareholding Ministers

2
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Annex 1: Summary of the Landcorp Farming Limited Independent Review report
This performance summary is structured around the key themes that emerged from the
review. What follows reflects the views of the independent reviewer. Performance was
assessed over the period FY16-FY20 (the period) unless otherwise specified.
Governance, Strategy and Business Plans
The principal objective of Landcorp, as a State-owned enterprise (SOE), is to be “as
profitable and efficient as comparable businesses that are not owned by the Crown” and the
Board should consider the cost v benefit of activities that may be contrary to this in order to
clearly demonstrate the trade-offs.
Landcorp’s strategy was refreshed in 2015. This review considers the performance of
Landcorp following this refresh.
Every SOE is required to produce a Statement of Corporate Intent (SCI) outlining its strategy,
objectives and performance metrics to assess performance. Over the period, the SCI has
had two consistent themes, a farming strategy focused on the Pāmu promise and a valueadd strategy focused on value chains and markets. However, Landcorp’s longer term
strategy and targets have also changed every year, contrary to the principles of performance
management, undermining accountability for long-term commitments and strategic direction.
For example, financial targets have changed from “12% total shareholder return (TSR)” in
FY16 to “EBITDAR of $61.1 million” in FY20, the latter of which changes year on year
depending on the budget for that year.
The Review also notes that it is not clear that Landcorp needs to venture ‘off-farm’ to achieve
the strategic objective of diversifying revenue risk. Landcorp has already added value onfarm through its diversification programmes and land-use changes.
Financial performance
Revenue has increased by 22% over the period, mainly due to the improved performance of
the dairy and livestock sectors. Operating expenditure has remained relatively stable.
Although revaluations have had adverse impacts on Landcorp’s financial results in recent
years, over the period there has been a net positive impact of approximately $23.4 million
(an average of $4.7 million per year).
Actual TSR for the period has totalled an average of -0.8%, which is well below the FY16
target of 12% and also below the long-run average for farming of 1.9%.
Changes in accounting standards (IFRS 16 - Leases) in FY20 has also had a significant
impact on Landcorp’s latest financial results. Earnings before Interest, Tax, Depreciation,
Amortisation and Revaluation (EBITDAR) increased by $30.6 million from FY19 to FY20
9(2)(b)(ii)

The Review also finds that of the fifteen EBITDAR forecasts presented over the period, only
five were within 10% of the forecast. 9(2)(b)(ii)
.
In general, Landcorp has been fairly accurate in its commodity price forecasting and the
Review commends Landcorp’s shift to forecasting based on long-run averages in out years.
While there have been variances between operating revenue and expenditure projections,
on-farm significant deviations from budget could not all be explained by on-farm activity. It is,
therefore, noted that off-farm activities 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)
all performing well below budget and having a
disproportionate effect.
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9(2)(b)(ii)

Wairakei Lease
The Review finds the Wairakei Lease s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
total cost of lease and rates are expected to increase 9(2)(b)(ii)
. The Review also notes that a
9(2)(b)(ii)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

. The
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

Corporate overheads
Corporate overheads
Review. 9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

are deemed as large by the

However, corporate overheads are not allocated to
operating divisions, thereby understating the full costs for performance comparison
purposes. Corporate overheads are also not reported in any public documents.
Transparency over the corporate costs and their allocations would encourage performance
uplift to meet benchmarks.
9(2)(b)(ii)

A Landcorp commissioned corporate services review in 2019 (the Jane Judd review) did not
identify material savings, however, noted that the need for a deeper dive into certain parts of
the business. This review also found that Landcorp needed a stronger focus on its core role
and more specialist farm business managers. Landcorp has reorganised its corporate office
slightly to take account of these findings, upskill its farm managers and reduce its span of
control.
The Jane Judd review was premised on Landcorp’s current strategy and business model and
did not consider whether either of those were right. Therefore, it was not in a position to form
a view on the potential for cost savings to be made by switching to a different model.
The Review finds that Landcorp’s high corporate overheads are due, in part, to its complex
strategy of vertical integration and off-farm investments and its strategic control approach.
The Review also notes that the trade-offs associated with the current strategy have not
properly been scrutinised, specifically whether there is a net benefit to its current complexity
versus being a more focused and efficient farming/land-use enterprise.
Review has used Dairy Holdings and Southern Pastoral as a potential comparator for parts
of Landcorp’s business, noting that it is not a direct comparator. Landcorp has challenged the
use of Dairy Holdings, which has considerably lower overhead costs, as a comparator given
its simpler, more compact business. The Review raises questions around whether the lack of
direct comparators is a sign that the current business model is sub-optimal.
T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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Industry good
The Review notes Landcorp does and should continue to participate in industry good
activities, however, it has reservations about the extent to which Landcorp’s activities qualify
as ‘industry good’ per se. In order to quantify an activity as ‘industry good’, the view of the
Review is that one must understand the sector-wide impacts and how much of that can be
attributable to Landcorp. The Review notes that there is room for improvement in Landcorp’s
current practices including quantifying end-to-end benefits and partnering with other sector
participants more. It is important that where activities are deemed non-commercial a cost
benefit analysis is undertaken.
Environmental and people performance
The Review finds that Landcorp has made significant advances in its environmental
performance since 2016. It notes a 23% reduction in net GHG emissions per hectare and 9%
decrease in total nitrogen leaching per hectare. The Review also finds that Landcorp is well
prepared for compliance with Farm Environmental Plans.
Landcorp’s health and safety practices have improved significantly since 2016, with lost time
through injury metrics decreasing by 13% per annum on average and staff turnover
decreasing by 14% per annum on average. This is as a direct result of targeted employee
awareness programmes and development of its own farmers.
On-farm performance
Although large relative to most other farmers, Landcorp’s on-farm operations account for only
5.9% of New Zealand’s total livestock farming area and 1.1% of the national dairy farming
area with a wide geographic spread. This limits the potential for economy of scale benefits.
Over the period, livestock and dairy revenue has grown by 14% and 31% respectively and
expenditure increasing 9(2)(b)(ii)
While on-farm performance has improved
significantly, the improvement is still average or below industry averages for conventional
livestock and dairy farms. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

.

Corporate overheads are not allocated to on-farm divisions, distorting performance relative to
benchmarks.
The Review also notes that Landcorp has undertaken a number of successful on-farm valueadd activities, including the diversification of revenue streams to attract higher premium
prices, land-use change and the shift to organic farming on a number of farms. This is critical
as dairy revenue is 91% correlated to the Fonterra milk price. The shift to value-add
diversification and organic farming has added 9(2)(b)(ii)
of
additional revenue per season.
Landcorp’s land-use diversification strategy has seen a shift into forestry and horticulture on
marginal farming lands. This is a relatively new part of Landcorp’s business.
Landcorp’s current forestry portfolio spans approximately 10,000 hectares with an additional
2,000 hectares per annum planned over the next 30 years. Forestry, which benefits from
carbon credit allocations ($3 million worth held currently), has become a profitable and selffunding part of Landcorp’s portfolio.
Landcorp opened its first horticulture venture (avocados) in Northland in 2019. It is too early
to assess the performance of this venture. 9(2)(b)(ii)
T2021/682 Landcorp Farming Limited - Independent Review
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9(2)(b)(ii)

Review also notes some significant risks in the avocado sector, namely the risk of oversupply in the market 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

Off-farm performance
9(2)(b)(ii)

has significantly underperformed

9(2)(b)(ii)

against budget

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

The Review notes that there has been government investment in a number of these
ventures, however, this does not need to be through Landcorp and there may be more
effective ways to channel public funding to achieve the desired outcomes.
Spring Sheep
Landcorp is a 50% shareholder in Spring Sheep. Spring Sheep competes with at least five
other companies in the New Zealand market. Under the original partnership agreement,
Landcorp was to develop and operate four sheep dairy farms. This has not happened and
the Review notes this is due to Landcorp’s limited capital resources being prioritised
elsewhere.
The Spring Sheep venture anticipated an internal rate of return (IRR) of 9(2)(b)(ii) and budgeted
for 9(2)(b)(ii) cash flows by FY21, which is now not expected. In 2018, Landcorp reported
planned volumes and 9(2)(b)(ii)
to budgeted
9(2)(b)(ii)
milk production in FY18. Despite this reforecast, the Review found that actual milk revenue is
still approximately 9(2)(b)(ii)
. Net operating cash flows and EBITDAR in FY20 was approximately 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)
. NPAT has 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)
The annual investment from
9(2)(b)(ii)
shareholders 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

The Review notes that Spring Sheep has formed its own genetics brand “Zealandia” rather
than using Landcorp’s Focus Genetics.
9(2)(b)(ii)

The Review also notes that the 2020 PwC review commissioned by Landcorp included a
value creation bridge which estimated the value of its shareholding in Spring Sheep 9(2)(b)(ii)
. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
9(2)(b)(ii)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
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Pāmu Foods
Pāmu Foods operates as a business unit of Landcorp. It was established to achieve valueadd in the wool, lamb, venison, sheep milk, bovine dairy and deer milk industries. It requires
expertise in product development, marketing, branding and sales in order to create products
for end users. These are capabilities that are outside of the core competencies required for a
pastoral farming company. The Review has focused on the bovine dairy business as it
represents the largest part of the venture.
9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

made revenue in FY20 of
the main economic component of Pāmu Foods 9(2)(b)(ii)
compared with a budget of 9(2)(b)(ii)
. The other key component of Pāmu Foods
9(2)(b)(ii)
was expected to return revenues of 9(2)(b)(ii)
in FY18 and 9(2)(b)(ii) in
9(2)(b)(ii)
FY19, 9(2)(b)(ii)
in FY18 and 9(2)(b)(ii)
in FY19.
Significant write-downs of inventory were required in 2019 totalling $3.8 million. The
s9(2)(g)(i)

.

Landcorp conducted an internal review into Pāmu Foods in 2019, which saw a pivot from a
B2C3 model to a B2B4 model. A further business case was prepared in FY20 and forecasts a
five-year IRR of 9(2)(b)(ii)
EBIT in FY22 and sales of 9(2)(b)(ii)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

It deems the starting overhead costs 9(2)(b)(ii)
type of business. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

per annum to be high for this

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

Melody
Landcorp holds a 35% share in Melody, which is essentially a milk dryer located at the New
Zealand Food Innovation Waikato site. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

3

Business to Consumer

4

Business to Business
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The Return on Investment was originally forecasted at 9(2)(b)(ii) in FY19 and has been revised to
9(2)(b)(ii)
in FY20. 9(2)(b)(ii)
For Q1 and Q2 of FY20, production days were
9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

Focus Genetics
Focus Genetics is a fully owned subsidiary of Landcorp and manages the largest red meat
stud in New Zealand, has the biggest DNA recorded gene pool and a team of animal
breeding scientists. Focus Genetics has become an integral part of Landcorp’s on-farm
operations and is returning modest profits. s9(2)(g)(i)
.
s9(2)(g)(i)
FarmIQ
Landcorp currently has a 26% shareholding in FarmIQ which started within a Primary Growth
Partnership in 2010. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

The Review finds it is a relatively small investment with ambitious targets. 9(2)(b)(ii)
it is integral to Landcorp’s farm management and will be critical to assist with the
9(2)(b)(ii)
changing regulatory environment.
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Treasury Report: NZ Post: Briefing to the Acting Minister for State
Owned Enterprises
Executive Summary
This briefing provides you with relevant information for your new role as a shareholding
Minister of New Zealand Post Limited (NZ Post), in your capacity as the Acting Minister for
State Owned Enterprises.
NZ Post has three major business components: mail, parcels, and a 53% ownership interest
in Kiwi Group Holdings Limited (KGH).
NZ Post’s mail volumes are in decline and policy work is underway
Due to falling volumes and relatively fixed costs, continued delivery of mail services under
the current settings is no longer commercially viable for NZ Post. $130m was appropriated in
Budget 2020 as transitional funding for NZ Post to maintain the current level of mail services.
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) is now leading a programme of
work (with input from the Treasury) to canvass options for a future sustainable mail service.
s9(2)(f)(iv)

Parcel volumes are growing and NZ Post is investing significantly in its network
With strong growth in eCommerce activity expected to continue, NZ Post is investing $158m
in its parcel network. It considers the investment is vital to achieving its strategic plan to
secure its future as a major parcel and courier business. It proposes the investment will
deliver economies of scale in line with parcel volume growth, and the platform to deliver to
global customer standards. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
. Shareholding Ministers have set an expectation
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
that NZ Post provides regular updates to the Treasury on the progress of the investment, and
signals significant risks and planned responses to risks at an early stage.
s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)
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Capital structure considerations for NZ Post and shareholding Ministers
$150m of equity capital funding was appropriated for NZ Post in Budget 2020, in light of
expected negative impacts from COVID-19. The first tranche of $80m was transferred to
NZ Post in June 2020, and a further $70m is available as an uncalled capital facility.
Ministers set an expectation that any surplus capital from the equity injection be returned to
the Crown. NZ Post has performed much better than it expected through COVID-19, but at
this stage is not signalling the intention to return any capital to the Crown. s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)
s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)

Governance matters
There are two vacancies on the board and the terms of five directors expire in 2021. We are
seeking shareholding Ministers’ views on the reappointment of directors with expiring terms.
This will help us to consider how up to five current directors coming off the board would
impact board committee work, and what that would mean for the board recruitment process
we have commenced.

Recommended Action
We recommend that you:
a

note the contents of this briefing

And
b

indicate if you would like to meet with Treasury officials to discuss the matters raised
in this briefing.
Agree/disagree.
Acting Minister for State Owned Enterprises

Shelley Hollingsworth
Manager, Commercial Performance

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance

Hon Dr Megan Woods
Acting Minister for State Owned
Enterprises

Hon David Parker
Associate Minister of Finance
T2021/948 NZ Post: Briefing to the Acting Minister for State Owned Enterprises
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Treasury Report: NZ Post: Briefing to the Acting Minister for State
Owned Enterprises
Background and Purpose of Report
1.

On 24 March 2021, the Minister for State Owned Enterprises transferred his
responsibilities as a Crown shareholder in New Zealand Post Limited (NZ Post) to the
Acting Minister for State Owned Enterprises. This was to avoid a perceived conflict of
interest with his responsibilities as the Minister for the Digital Economy and
Communications, where he is responsible for policy and other decisions that impact
pricing and market structure of mail services.

2.

The purpose of this briefing is to provide you with relevant information for your new role
as a shareholding Minister of NZ Post, in your capacity as the Acting Minister for State
Owned Enterprises. Compared to the role you hold for other SOEs, in which you have
been delegated responsibility for some day to day functions, this role encompasses all
shareholder responsibilities relating to NZ Post.

3.

This initial briefing first covers the role of a shareholding Minister of a State-owned
enterprise (SOE). It then provides a summary of NZ Post’s business before highlighting
specific issues and work streams relating to NZ Post.

Shareholder Responsibilities
4.

SOEs are companies set up under the State Owned Enterprises Act 1986 and are
expected to operate as successful businesses, including being as profitable and
efficient as comparable businesses not owned by the Crown.

5.

SOEs are also subject to the Companies Act 1993 and to other public legislation such
as the Official Information Act 1982, the Public Audit Act 2001, and the Ombudsmen
Act 1975. They are also subject to public scrutiny through the select committee process
and parliamentary questions addressed to Ministers.

Shareholding Ministers have broad ownership oversight and a range of levers,
however boards operate at arm’s length
6.

Shareholding Ministers have broad ownership oversight for their entities. However,
governance is the responsibility of boards appointed by shareholding Ministers, subject
to Cabinet approval. Boards operate at arm’s length from Ministers to develop the
overall strategy for their company and appoint a chief executive officer, to whom they
delegate management decisions.

7.

Given the arm’s length model, the two most important levers available to Ministers to
influence the performance of companies are the:
a

appointment of effective boards: shareholding Ministers are responsible for
appointing directors to the board. The Treasury provides advice and
administrative and nomination support throughout the appointments process, and
prepares the Cabinet documentation to confirm appointments; and

b

annual business planning and reporting process, during which shareholding
Ministers:
i

set performance expectations through a Letter of Expectations (LOE);

ii

have the opportunity to comment on the Statement of Corporate Intent
(SCI); and

T2021/948 NZ Post: Briefing to the Acting Minister for State Owned Enterprises
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are provided with quarterly, half-yearly and annual reports outlining
progress against the entities’ plans and broader performance. We use
these reports to analyse company performance and to brief shareholding
Ministers.

Other levers available to Ministers include:
a

Shareholder approval for transactions: shareholding Ministers must be consulted
or, in certain circumstances, give approval, when a board proposes a transaction
with a value above certain thresholds.1

b

Amendment of company constitutions: Shareholding Ministers can amend
constitutions when they wish to change the purpose or objectives of a company.

c

Contracts for purchase: Ministers can enter into contracts to provide funding for a
company to deliver certain goods or services.

d

Information requests: shareholding Ministers can request information from a
board, for example if there are concerns regarding a company’s performance.

e

Directions: shareholding Ministers can issue directions to SOEs where it is
specifically provided for in legislation, however this is very limited. Under the SOE
Act shareholding Ministers can direct SOEs to include or exclude specified
matters from their SCI, or to pay a dividend or provide certain information.
Ministers cannot direct SOEs to carry out (or not carry out) particular actions.

Overview of NZ Post’s Business
9.

NZ Post has three major business components: mail, parcels, and a 53% ownership
interest in Kiwi Group Holdings Limited (KGH, parent company of Kiwibank Limited).
The ownership and group structure of NZ Post is set out in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: NZ Post’s Group Structure

Minister for State Owned
Enterprises

Crown

Minister of Finance

100%

NZ Post
(Mail / Parcel)

53%

NZ Super
Fund

25%

ACC

22%

KGH

NZ Home
Loans

1

Kiwi Wealth
Management

Kiwibank

Kiwi
Insurance

Kiwi Capital
Funding

Kiwi Financial
Services

Consultation thresholds are normally set through shareholder expectations while shareholder approvals are
less common and are based on a particular transaction, or series of transactions, being a ‘major transaction’
under the Section 129 of the Companies Act 1993.
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The trajectories of NZ Post’s three business components are divergent
10.

Mail volumes are in decline. NZ Post has the Universal Service Obligation (USO) for
mail in New Zealand, which is imparted to NZ Post through its Deed of Understanding
(the Deed) with the Crown (through the Minister for the Digital Economy and
Communications). Due to falling volumes and relatively fixed costs, delivery of mail
services under current settings is no longer commercially viable for NZ Post.

11.

Parcel volumes are increasing as a result of growing eCommerce markets, both in
New Zealand and internationally. However, strong competition in the parcels market,
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

12.

Kiwibank, which comprises around 80% of the value of KGH, is experiencing strong
lending growth 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

13.

Figure 2 illustrates the trajectories of NZ Post’s mail and parcel volumes. Mail volumes
have declined from a peak of 1.1b items in FY02, to 317m in FY20 (a 71% decline).
Since FY14, mail volumes have been falling by 12% per year on average, while parcel
volumes have been climbing by around 5% per year.
Figure 2: Mail and Parcel Volumes FY14 - FY23(f)
9(2)(b)(ii)

14.

Despite the growth in parcel volumes and overall steady revenue, NZ Post has
struggled to achieve positive earnings results. Overall NZ Post’s core business
earnings (excluding earnings from KGH) have been low or loss making for the last
decade. Core business EBIT for FY20 was $4m, after including a $30m Wage Subsidy
Scheme (WSS) payment (EBIT would have otherwise been a loss of around $26m). NZ
Post’s core business EBIT was last positive in FY14 (at $10m).
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Mail Operations
Transitional funding for mail operations was provided in Budget 2020
15.

As noted earlier, mail volumes are in decline and it is no longer commercially viable for
NZ Post to provide mail services at Deed service levels. Following work undertaken by
MBIE, the Treasury and NZ Post during 2019, it was concluded that there were likely
ongoing social benefits associated with senders and receivers of mail who are not yet
ready to transition to digital alternatives.

16.

As an interim response to NZ Post’s mail business revenue shortfalls, $130m in
transitional funding (for up to a three year period) was allocated to NZ Post in Budget
2020 and, in June 2020, MBIE entered into a contract for services with NZ Post.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

MBIE is currently leading work on what a future mail service might look like
17.

MBIE, with input from the Treasury, and in consultation with NZ Post, have been
working on what a future mail service might look like once the $130m funding is
exhausted. s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

18.

19.

To support this work, shareholding Ministers have set an expectation that NZ Post
considers how it can reduce the net costs of the mail service, and provide a reasonable
representation of mail costs. We have been engaging with management on this matter
and requested a workshop with NZ Post to understand its cost allocation methodology
– this was held in March 2021. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

20.

We will continue to work with NZ Post to understand the progress it is making in this
regard and provide advice as required. 9(2)(b)(ii)
t
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

21.

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
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s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

Parcel Operations
NZ Post is making a significant investment in its parcels network
23.

Strong growth in eCommerce activity over the last decade is expected to continue and
with that, the throughput volume of parcel delivery and freight forwarding activities. NZ
Post is investing $158m in its parcel network, focusing on its Auckland and
Christchurch operations and in enabling technologies. NZ Post considers this
investment (termed ‘Te Iho’) is vital to achieving its strategic plan to secure its future as
a major parcel and courier business. Te Iho includes the components set out below.

Table 1: Components of Te Iho
Component

Cost

Auckland
Processing
Centre (APC)

9(2)(b)(ii)

Christchurch
Parcel Centre
(CPC)
Enabling network
capabilities and
technology
Programme costs
and contingency
Total
24.

Operational

June 2023

April 2022
Fully by
July 2023
-

Description

The APC will replace the current international
operations from the International Mail Centre
(IMC) and International Freight Services (IFS),
and the national sorting for medium to large
parcels, as well as sorting small parcels for all
of the urban North Island.
Comprises updates to existing infrastructure in
Christchurch, which is the gateway to NZ Post’s
South Island network.
Upgrades sorting capability, item identification,
and network management and control
initiatives.
Comprises project management, other project
costs, and $12m of contingency.

Key drivers for the investment include:
a

the existing core network infrastructure is mostly at available volume capacity2
9(2)(b)(ii)

The need to address capacity constraints and efficiencies was
9(2)(b)(ii)
highlighted during COVID-19 Alert Level 3 in April 2020, where NZ Post’s
processing function failed to operate efficiently and to cost-effectively manage
large increases in volume.
b

NZ Post expects growth in eCommerce to fuel its parcel volume growth by
around 9(2)(b)(ii) per annum for the next 15 years, with the step-change increase in
demand fuelled by the impact of COVID-19 on online shopping.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

25.

NZ Post proposes that the network investment will deliver economies of scale in line
with parcel volume growth, and will deliver to global customer standards, both of which
will strengthen NZ Post’s competitive advantage.

9(2)(b)(ii)
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Ministers were consulted on the network investment and set a number of expectations
26.

Initial consultation with shareholding Ministers on the business case for the network
investment took place in December 2019 following the board’s approval of the
investment, with NZ Post at that time planning to fund the investment programme from
its available cash and cash equivalents.

27.

However, due to the board’s concerns (based on management’s forecasts) that
COVID-19 would significantly negatively impact on NZ Post’s balance sheet, NZ Post
requested, and was provided with, $150m of COVID-19-related equity support. The first
tranche of $80m was transferred to NZ Post in June 2020, and a further $70m is
available as an uncalled capital facility. The board and shareholding Ministers at that
time recognised that NZ Post’s request for support was in part related to having
sufficient certainty to be able to continue with its parcels network investment, as a key
infrastructure project to support the economy in a post COVID-19 environment.

28.

At the time the equity support was allocated there was uncertainty regarding the impact
of COVID-19 on the economy (and accordingly the assumptions in NZ Post’s business
case). Shareholding Ministers set an expectation that they be re-consulted on a revised
business case for the investment, if NZ Post was to continue with the investment, once
the impacts of COVID-19 on the parcel market were better understood.

29.

In December 2020, NZ Post consulted with shareholding Ministers on its revalidated
business case for the network investment. We noted that while the investment case
has a positive net present value, s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)

30.

Shareholding Ministers therefore set an expectation that NZ Post provides regular
updates to the Treasury on the progress of the investment, signals significant risks and
planned responses to risks at an early stage, and conducts a post-investment review.
NZ Post has now signed a contract (understood to have a value of circa 9(2)(b)(ii) with a
supplier for the materials handling systems (automation) element of the investment.

9(2)(b)(ii)

31.

9(2)(b)(ii)

Kiwi Group Holdings
32.

s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)
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s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)

33.

KGH is the parent company of Kiwibank which represents around 80% of the value of
KGH group’s operating activities.3 It was established, and wholly owned, by NZ Post
until a transaction in October 2016 brought New Zealand Superannuation Fund (NZSF)
and the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) into the ownership structure with
NZ Post, NZSF, and ACC holding 53%, 25%, and 22% respectively. The intention was
that the two Crown-owned financial institutions would provide commercial investment
disciplines and expertise, and that they would be better positioned to provide further
capital to KGH, should it be required.

s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)

9

3
4

The other significant subsidiaries are Kiwi Wealth, NZ Home Loans, Kiwi Insurance, Kiwi Capital Funding, and
Kiwi Financial Services.
The change announced by the RBNZ earlier this month will allow banks to pay up to a maximum of 50% of
their earnings as dividends to their shareholders. A restriction preventing banks from paying any dividends
was put in place in April 2020, and extended in November 2020, to support financial stability and the provision
of credit in the economy due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the New Zealand economy.
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Capital Structure Considerations
39.

As set out earlier in the report, $150m of equity capital funding was appropriated for NZ
Post in Budget 2020, in light of expected negative impacts from COVID-19. The equity
was split into two traches, with $80m being transferred to NZ Post in June 2020, and
$70m remaining in an uncalled capital facility.5 Given the uncertainty around the
negative impacts on NZ Post at the time the funding was appropriated (which was
enacted quickly based on significant negative impacts forecast by NZ Post),
shareholding Ministers expressed an expectation that any surplus capital from the
equity injection be returned to the Crown.

40.

NZ Post has performed much better than it expected through COVID-19.

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

2020, however NZ Post finished September 2020 with
of equity injected by the Crown). 9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

(including $80m

9(2)(b)(ii)

NZ Post acknowledged shareholding Ministers’ expectation for the return of any
excess capital, but also indicated there are a number of risks to consider
41.

In their 2021/22 LOE, shareholding Ministers maintained the expectation that the board
considers the ability for NZ Post to return any surplus capital to the Crown. In its
response to shareholding Ministers on 18 March 2021, the board acknowledged the
Crown’s desire for the return of any surplus capital. However, the board also noted that
in the planning period, the board needs to consider a number of significant sources and
potential uses of capital that could impact on NZ Post’s capital structure.

42.

Based on current cash flow forecasts from NZ Post it is unlikely NZ Post will meet the
conditions to utilise the second tranche of uncalled equity. Accordingly, the board
stated it has no immediate plans to draw on the uncalled capital facility. However, the
board also noted that this is finely balanced and there are a number of risks that are
sitting outside of current planning. The board provided examples of these risks such as
further investment requirements in
9(2)(b)(ii)
the parcel network, and the unknown costs of any further or continued COVID-19
business interruptions. The board indicated that should one or more of these eventuate
then additional shareholder funding (through calling the second tranche of the equity
injection or otherwise) may be required.

43.

We note the intent of the equity facility was to support the business through the
negative impacts of COVID-19, and we would expect any use of the equity facility to be
consistent with that intent. We will continue to monitor the situation and engage with
the company on this matter. We will provide you with advice if the company raises any
plans to draw on the uncalled equity.

44.

5

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

NZ Post can draw down on the facility if its three-month rolling cash balance is forecast to fall below 9(2)(b)(ii)
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Governance
45.

There are currently two vacancies on the board and the terms of five directors expire in
2021. s9(2)(f)(iv)
the four directors
with terms expiring on 30 April 2021 have not yet been reappointed. Ministers asked
Jignasha Patel, Nagaja Sanatkumar, and John Sproat to extend their terms to 31
October 2021, and Richie Smith to extend his term to 31 July 2021.6 The four directors
have agreed to extend their terms as requested. Chair Rodger Finlay was appointed in
August 2019 with his term due to expire in April 2022.

46.

The chair appears to be assuming that Jignasha Patel, Nagaja Sanatkumar, Richie
Smith, and John Sproat will be reappointed, s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

We would appreciate a discussion with shareholding Ministers about
s9(2)(f)(iv)
reappointment of some or all of those four directors. Understanding shareholding
Ministers’ views on this will help us to consider how losing current directors would
impact board committee work, and what that would mean for the director recruitment
process.
47.

Nominations for new directors closed on 26 March 2021. To allow for filling the
vacancies and uncertainty about reappointments, shareholding Ministers agreed to
seek candidates with an understanding of large complex corporations, experience in
SOE governance, logistics network infrastructure, digital business transformation,
significant business restructuring, and strong audit and risk committee exposure. There
are 100 nominations (56% male and 44% female) and advice will be provided in late
April 2021 on a recommended shortlist for due diligence interviews.

48.

Richie Smith is chair of the board’s transformation committee and a small additional fee
has been sought to recognise the extra work he is doing in this area. Advice was
provided to the shareholding Ministers on 25 February 2021 and the Minister of
Finance has agreed to support this request. This advice will be provided to you soon
for your consideration.

Next Steps
49.

We would appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to discuss the matters in this
briefing, particularly regarding governance, and to provide you with any further
background or context regarding NZ Post.

50.

NZ Post is due to provide shareholding Ministers with its draft SCI at the end of April,
and shareholding Ministers will have the opportunity to comment on this draft document
before it is finalised. We will provide shareholding Ministers with advice on the draft SCI
and s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

6

Richie Smith’s term cannot be extended beyond 31 July 2021 under NZ Post’s constitution.
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2021/22 Statements of Intent of Airport
Companies

Executive Summary
This report provides an analysis of the key points contained in the draft Statements of
Intent (SOIs) submitted by Christchurch International Airport Ltd (CIAL), Dunedin
International Airport Ltd (DIAL) and Hawke’s Bay Airport Ltd (HBAL) for FY21/22.
The primary focus for all three airports is recovery from the financial and operational
impacts of COVID-19, and strengthening their financial performance. All three airports
estimate to return to pre COVID-19 revenue levels in the next three years. However,
there continues to be uncertainty associated with the financial and operational
estimates of the airports. All three airports are seeking to attract more passengers to
the area, re-establish closed routes and establish new routes, both domestic and
international, in the changed aviation environment.
Other key areas of the SOIs for each of the three airports are summarised below.
•

CIAL’s commercial strategy focuses on

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

. CIAL’s long-term strategic

9(2)(b)(ii)

priority is developing a greenfield airport in Tarras.
•

DIAL has several strategic goals such as optimising commercial return to
shareholders and being environmentally responsible. DIAL’s key initiative
includes 9(2)(b)(ii)
.
9(2)(b)(ii)

•

As a result of COVID-19, HBAL has identified its heavy reliance on aeronautical
revenue as a risk, during the SOI planning period, it will explore the viability of
developing commercial property and a solar farm.

We consider that the airport company’s SOIs meet the requirements of the Local
Government Act 2002 (LGA). As the SOIs are prepared under the LGA, there is no
requirement for shareholding Ministers to table SOIs in Parliament. The attached letters
request the airports to finalize the SOI and send copies to the office of shareholding
Ministers.
The letter to Chair of DIAL

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

If the shareholding Ministers are comfortable with the contents of the attached letters,
we recommend that the Minister for State Owned Enterprises signs the letters and
request his office to send the letters by 7 May 2021.
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Recommended Action
We recommend that the Minister for State Owned Enterprises signs the attached
letters to the Chairs of the airport companies on behalf of shareholding Ministers,
asking them to send the final copies of their Statements of Intent to shareholders and
publish them by 30 June 2021.
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

Maureena van der Lem
Manager, Commercial Performance

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance

T2021/878 2021/22 Statement of Intent of Airport Companies

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
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2021/22 Statements of Intent of Airport Companies

Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to inform shareholding Ministers of Christchurch
International Airport Limited (CIAL), Dunedin International Airport Limited (DIAL)
and Hawke’s Bay Airport Limited (HBAL) on the key strategic and financial
highlights included in the airports’ Statements of Intent (SOI) for FY21/22.

2.

This report also requests that the Minister for State Owned Enterprises sign the
attached letters to the airports’ Chairs providing feedback on the SOIs and
requesting airports to send their final SOIs to the office of shareholding Ministers.

Recovery Path of the Crown-Owned Airports
3.

The Crown is a shareholder in three airports:
•

CIAL: The Crown holds 25%, Christchurch City Council through
Christchurch City Holdings Limited (CCHL) holds the other 75%.

•

DIAL: The Crown holds 50%, Dunedin City Council through Dunedin City
Holdings Limited (DCHL) holds the other 50%.

•

HBAL: The Crown holds 50%, Hastings District Council 24%, Napier City
Council 26%.

4.

Before the onset of COVID-19, all three airports were performing well and were
forecasting growth. However, due to travel restrictions and changes in Alert
Levels, domestic and international travel reduced significantly, impacting the
airports’ core revenue.

5.

The scope and severity of the impact has been different for the three airports.
•

CIAL has a strong balance sheet, but higher revenue exposure to border
restrictions because
of its passengers were international.
9(2)(b)(ii)

6.

•

DIAL has a diverse portfolio of services and its passengers are mainly
domestic, however, its sole international route to Brisbane, Australia was
cancelled.

•

HBAL’s passengers are mainly domestic, but last year it was going through
the peak of its terminal expansion project and required shareholder support
intervention to complete project.

While the impact on each airport was different, all three airports have showed a
strong recovery and are forecasting to return to pre COVID-19 revenue levels in
the next three years. The airports’ strategies focus on the recovery and
strengthening of their financial performance.
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Figure 1: Airport companies revenue growth included in SOI FY21/22 (% based
on FY16/17)

7.

Figure 1 shows that the three airports are forecasting a similar revenue recovery
trend, with a significant increase in FY20/21, and moderate growth in the next two
years. CIAL growth is slightly slower due to its higher exposure to international
passengers.

8.

The primary risk for the airports during the planned period is still COVID-19 and
its impact on the aviation industry. As we have seen in the last year, changes in
Alert Levels and border restrictions have a direct impact on their performance.

9.

We note that due to the pandemic, there is uncertainty associated with the
financial and operational forecasts of the airports. The Treasury will continue to
liaise with the airports regarding any changes to forecasts and underlying
assumptions as the operating environment continues to evolve.

Statements of Intent FY21/22
10.

In accordance with the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA), airport companies
must submit an annual SOI covering the next financial year and two subsequent
years. The SOI focuses on the objectives and performance targets of each
airport.

11.

The airports’ draft SOIs meet the content requirements as set out in LGA, subject
to the inclusion of the Board’s estimate of commercial value by the submission
date on 30 June 2021. As the SOIs are prepared under the LGA there is no
requirement for shareholding Ministers to table SOIs in Parliament.

12.

Please note that a reasonable comparison to financial forecasts for FY20/21
cannot be made, because of the uncertainty of operating environment and
assumptions1 used in forecasting the results of current year.

13.

An overview of the key aspects of each airports’ SOI for FY21/22 is outlined
below.

1

Assumptions that relate to stability and forecast-ability of industry – Several different Alert Level
lockdowns and restrictions, reliance solely on Air NZ and Air NZ schedules (since there effectively
are no other carriers), passenger appetite for travel, stability of the region, safety to passengers,
change to disposable income and behavioural patterns.
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Christchurch International Airport Limited (CIAL)
Strategy and scope
14.

CIAL’s strategy is split into three key operating areas – aeronautical, terminal and
property.

15.

CIAL’s Aeronautical strategy focuses on rebuilding its aviation network to prepandemic levels by the end of FY22/23. 9(2)(b)(ii) 9(2)(g)(i)
9(2)(b)(ii) 9(2)(g)(i)

16.

CIAL’s Terminal strategy covers customer and commercial activity associated
with the terminal and ground transport. So far CIAL has supported its commercial
partners 9(2)(b)(ii)
, and CIAL intends to work with these operators to
move them back to pre-COVID-19 commercial arrangements. As a result of the
pandemic, CIAL also has an opportunity to consider how CIAL could re-configure
the terminal layout to assist with appropriate safe border pathways and future
security requirements.

17.

CIAL’s Property Portfolio strategy is focused on pursuing new property
investments that strengthen CIAL’s balance sheet, increase and de-risk revenue
streams, and enhance dividend flows. The aftermath of the COVID-19 travel
restrictions has shown that diversified revenue streams benefit airport’s financial
stability.

Long term strategic priority – Tarras airport
18.

To create further depth and resilience 9(2)(b)(ii)
, CIAL decided to pursue a second site airport in
9(2)(b)(ii)
Tarras. s9(2)(g)(i)

19.

Developing a greenfield airport in Tarras is a long-term undertaking that will take
around 10 years and CIAL has split the infrastructure project into three phases.

20.

Phase one will take around three years and primarily includes engagement with
local communities and stakeholders, and validation and planning work before
moving to its next milestone – approvals required to enable development. Phases
two and three are subject to the outcomes achieved in the next three years. The
current SOI planning period only includes phase one.

21.

22.

s9(2)(g)(i)

CIAL’s plan to be carbon zero by 2030 extends to the proposed airport in Tarras.

Financial forecasts
23.

Due to continued uncertainty associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, CIAL will
update its forecasts each quarter as more facts about border re-opening are
known and provide the updated forecasts to shareholders. CIAL has informed us
that it will provide updates immediately if any changes in assumptions have the
potential to have a material impact.
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CIAL’s forecast financial performance and the three-year planning period is
available below.
9(2)(b)(ii)

* Equity not disclosed in draft SOI. Calculations made based on HY21 equity adjusted for
forecast NPAT and dividends.

25.

Before the onset of COVID-19, CIAL’s forecast revenue for FY20/21 was 37%
higher ($195 million in FY18/19) than anticipated for the current period. The
forecasts indicate that CIAL will have reached pre-COVID-19 levels by the end of
this planning period in FY23/24, with roughly 9(2)(b)(ii)
and most
other indicators being at the pre-pandemic level.

26.

CIAL has a relatively fixed operating cost base, particularly in respect to its major
terminal and airfield assets even when the number of passengers decreased.
Since the onset of the pandemic and respective travel restrictions, CIAL has
reduced its underlying operating cost base by 9(2)(b)(ii)
of pre-COVID-19
levels.

27.

The Board has decided that no decisions on dividends for FY20/21 will be made
until full year trading is known and more information around vaccinations and the
future of borders is known. Beyond FY20/21, subject to trading conditions at the
time, the Board will consider dividend payments in line with its dividend policy.

Dunedin International Airport Limited (DIAL)
28.

DIAL’s business operations include aeronautical and non-aeronautical segments.
The non-aeronautical segments can be split between passenger related nonaeronautical airport revenue (i.e. car parking and Momona garage) and nonairport revenue streams such as dairy farm and rental housing.

Revenue stream diversification
29.

DIAL is the most diversified airport of three airports in the Crown portfolio. s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

30.

As a result of COVID-19 pandemic, passenger related non-aeronautical airport
revenue in FY19/20 was 23.7% below previous year’s target ($18 million in
FY18/19). This is in the context of a 26.4% decrease in passengers over the
same period and was expected. However, non-airport revenue streams showed
no significant decrease – milk sales decreased by 2%.
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Strategy and scope
31.

DIAL has several strategic goals, primarily being recovery from COVID-19 by
increasing its passenger numbers on regular scheduled services, optimising
commercial return to shareholders and environmental responsibility (carbon
neutral by 2030).

32.

DIAL’s strategy includes achieving 820 thousand domestic passengers by the
end of FY21/22 and re-establishing a trans-Tasman route. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

33.

Before the onset of COVID-19, Virgin Australia (VA) operated 3-4 Brisbane
services per week.

34.

As a result of COVID-19’s impact on the aviation industry, VA reduced its fleet
size and decided not to reinstate the Dunedin-Brisbane route despite the recent
increase in load factor2. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)

35.

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)

9(2)(b)(ii)
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9(2)(b)(ii)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)

38.

s9(2)(ba)(i) and s9(2)(g)(i)

39. s9(2)(ba)(i) and s9(2)(g)(i)

Financial forecasts
40.

We are working closely with the airport to test the assumptions used for the
forecasts 9(2)(b)(ii)
. Should there be significant changes to key
assumptions, we will request airport amends its forecasts.

41.

DIAL’s forecast financial performance and the three-year planning period is
available below.

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)
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9(2)(b)(ii)

42.

Before the onset of COVID-19, DIAL’s forecast revenue for FY20/21 was 31%
higher ($19 million) than anticipated for the current period. If DIAL successfully
re-establishes a similar frequency of scheduled domestic flights and passenger
numbers it had prior to COVID-19, it may achieve pre-pandemic revenue and
passenger movements by the end of this planning period in FY23/24.

43.

As part of reviewing its strategic direction, DIAL invited the Treasury to attend its
Strategy Day on 25 March 2021. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

44.

s9(2)(g)(i)

Risks
45.

DIAL’s diversification strategy has helped the airport to sustain itself during the
pandemic. s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

s

Hawke’s Bay Airport (HBAL)
Strategy and scope
46.

HBAL’s strategy is focused on the recovery of the airport after COVID-19. HBAL
is focusing on strengthening its core business s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)

47.

HBAL has identified its heavy reliance on aeronautical and passenger derived
revenue as a risk, so the commercial development of airport property is a key
focus for FY21/22. The location of HBAL is identified as an industrial location for
freight and logistics. Furthermore, HBAL is working on a proposal for the
development of a solar farm in a joint venture with Centralines.5

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(ba)(i)
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48.

HBAL expects that its strategies of revenue diversification and resilience
underpin a sound foundation for revenue recovery and will strengthen its financial
performance creating enhanced financial results and maximise value to
shareholders.

49.

HBAL has also implemented a sustainability framework focused on renewable
energy, waste reduction and pursuing carbon neutrality. Like CIAL, HBAL is
working to be carbon zero by 2030.

Financial forecasts
50.

HBAL’s forecast financial performance and the three-year planning period is
available below.

9(2)(b)(ii)

51.

HBAL has forecast to return to pre-COVID-19 revenue levels in FY21/22. This is
explained by higher aeronautical fees already agreed with Air NZ and an increase
in passengers. However, the number of passengers forecast for the planning
period is below pre-COVID-19 levels (750,000 passengers in FY18/19).

52.

Other revenue, which includes parking fees, concession revenue from retail
outlets and ground transport will increase in proportion to higher passenger
numbers. HBAL’s operating expenditure is mostly fixed, so the increase in
revenue will flow to EBITDA. However, HBAL forecasts it will only return to its
pre-COVID-19 levels of net profit by the end of the planning period (1.4 million in
FY18/19), due to the higher interest expense as a result of higher levels of debt.

53.

The Board’s estimate of commercial valuation is $33.1 million as at 31 December
2020. This is lower than the $34.6 million estimated as at 31 December 2019,
due to the impact of the pandemic on the airport.

54.

Shareholders provided a $9 million loan to HBAL in 2020 to mitigate the financial
impact caused by border restrictions resulting from COVID-19. The support was
given to fund the completion of the terminal project and maintain the ongoing
operations of the airport. Due to a faster recovery than expected, HBAL secured
funding from commercial banks and it is not anticipating drawing down on
shareholders' loans.

55.

HBAL is expecting to complete its Terminal expansion by June 2021. In the
planned period, HBAL will focus on repaying the debt borrowed to fund the
expansion and cover the losses as a result of COVID-19. As mentioned above,
HBAL’s key investment initiatives are commercial property and the solar farm.
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s9(2)(g)(i)

56.

HBAL expects to resume paying dividends once it has returned to a positive net
profit position, currently expected in FY22/23.

Next Steps
57.

We have attached draft letters to the Chairs of the airport companies asking them
to send the final copies of their Statements of Intent to shareholders and publish
them by 30 June 2021.

58.

If the shareholding Ministers are comfortable with the contents of the attached
letters, we recommend that the Minister for State Owned Enterprises signs the
letters and requests his office to send the letters by 7 May 2021.

59.

The letters to the Chairs invite the airports to finalise their SOIs, subject to
inclusion of the Board’s estimate of commercial value, for the SOIs to meet the
requirements of the LGA. HBAL has already included the estimate of their
commercial value in the draft SOI and the letter to its Chair reflects this.

60.

s9(2)(g)(i)

61.

9(2)(b)(ii)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
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Jonathan Cameron
Chair
Dunedin International Airport Ltd
s9(2)(a)

Dear Mr Cameron
2021/22 STATEMENT OF INTENT
Thank you for providing shareholding Ministers with the draft 2021/22 Statement of Intent
(SOI) for Dunedin International Airport Ltd (DIAL). We acknowledge that DIAL has engaged
thoroughly with the Treasury on the contents of the draft document and therefore have no
further comments on the SOI.
I expect the Board to develop its strategy consistent with the core strengths of the company
and provide value to shareholders by continuing to focus on its core activities – aeronautical
and airport related activities. 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

DIAL is now invited to finalise its SOI, subject to inclusion of the Board’s estimate of
commercial value, for the SOI to meet the requirements of the Local Government Act 2002.
Please also provide my office with two printed copies and a soft copy of the final SOI on
30 June 2021 and publish it on the company website as soon as practicable after that date.
I wish you every success for the year ahead. Please pass on my thanks to the rest of your
Board, the management, and the staff of DIAL for their effort.
Yours sincerely

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
on behalf of shareholding Ministers
cc

Mr Richard Roberts, CEO, Dunedin International Airport Ltd, s9(2)(a)
Ms Jemma Adams, General Manager Dunedin City Holdings Ltd, s9(2)(a)
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Catherine Drayton
Chair
Christchurch International Airport Ltd
s9(2)(a)

Dear Ms Drayton
2021/22 STATEMENT OF INTENT
Thank you for providing shareholding Ministers with the draft 2021/22 Statement of Intent
(SOI) for Christchurch International Airport Ltd (CIAL). We acknowledge that CIAL has
engaged with the Treasury on the contents of the draft document and therefore have no further
comments on the SOI.
CIAL is now invited to finalise its SOI, subject to inclusion of the Board’s estimate of
commercial value, for the SOI to meet the requirements of the Local Government Act 2002.
Please also provide my office with two printed copies and a soft copy of the final SOI on
30 June 2021 and publish it on the company website as soon as practicable after that date.
I wish you every success for the year ahead. Please pass on my thanks to the rest of your
Board, the management, and the staff of CIAL for their effort.
Yours sincerely

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
on behalf of shareholding Ministers
cc

Mr Malcolm Johns, CEO, Christchurch International Airport Ltd, s9(2)(a)
Mr Paul Munro, CE Christchurch City Holdings Limited, s9(2)(a)

Treasury:4442855v1
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Wendie Harvey
Chair
Hawke’s Bay Airport Ltd
s9(2)(a)

Dear Ms Harvey
2021/22 STATEMENT OF INTENT
Thank you for providing shareholding Ministers with the draft 2021/22 Statement of Intent
(SOI) for Hawke’s Bay Airport Ltd (HBAL). We acknowledge that HABL has engaged
thoroughly with the Treasury on the contents of the draft document and therefore have no
further comments on the SOI.
HBAL is now invited to finalise its SOI. Please provide my office with two printed copies and a
soft copy of the final SOI on 30 June 2021 and publish it on the company website as soon as
practicable after that date.
I wish you every success for the year ahead. Please pass on my thanks to the rest of the
Board, management, and staff of HBAL for their effort.
Yours sincerely

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
on behalf of shareholding Ministers
cc

Mr Stuart Ainslie, CEO, Hawke’s Bag Airport Ltd, s9(2)(a)
Ms Sandra Hazlehurst, Mayor of Hastings District Council, s9(2)(a)
Ms Kirsten Wise, Mayor of Napier City Council, s9(2)(a)

Treasury:4442260v1
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Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form

Date:

23 April 2021

Report No:

T2020/3536 (Treasury)
OC210325 (Ministry of Transport)

File Number:

SE-2-25-1

Action sought
Action sought

Deadline

Minister of Finance
(Hon Grant Robertson)

Agree to the recommendations

12 May 2021

Minister of Transport
(Hon Michael Wood)

Agree to the recommendations

12 May 2021

Minister for State Owned Enterprises
(Hon Dr David Clark)

Agree to the recommendations

12 May 2021

Contact for telephone discussion (if required)
Name

Position

Michael Moore

Principal Advisor, Commercial Performance,
The Treasury

Maureena van der Lem

Manager, Commercial Performance,
The Treasury

Joanna Heard

Principal Advisor, Supply Chain,
Ministry of Transport

Harriet Shelton

Policy Manager, Supply Chain,
Ministry of Transport

Minister’s Office actions
Return the signed report to Treasury and the Ministry of Transport
Note any
feedback on
the quality of
the report

Enclosure:

No

Treasury:4445934v1

Telephone
s9(2)(g)(ii)

1st Contact
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Joint report: Progressing the review of KiwiRail's entity form
Purpose
1.

This report seeks Ministers’ agreement to the approach of the planned review of
KiwiRail’s entity form as a State-Owned Enterprise (SOE).

The Future of Rail review
2.

3.

4.

The Future of Rail review has been underway since 2017. It has been seeking to
address a range of challenges with the rail system in New Zealand. This is partly in
response to the Government’s desire for rail to play a greater role in the transport
system. The review has considered a range of challenges, including:
a

the mix of commercial and non-commercial activities that KiwiRail undertakes

b

making prudent investment decisions for long-life assets given funding
commitments are generally short-term (one to three year Crown appropriations)

c

measuring KiwiRail’s financial performance, and the optimal level of funding,
including:
i

transparency of what funding is being allocated to; and

ii

what funding delivers in terms of commercial return on investment and
wider public benefit.

As a result of the review a range of changes have been implemented, including:
a

agreement in principle by Cabinet to invest to achieve a resilient and reliable rail
system. Funding will be set aside from the Crown and the National Land
Transport Fund (NLTF) to support this

b

amendments to the Land Transport Management Act to integrate rail into the land
transport planning and funding system, including requiring KiwiRail to develop a
rail network investment programme (RNIP) for approval by the Minister of
Transport by 1 July 2021

c

development of the New Zealand Rail Plan to outline the Government’s long-term
vision for the rail system and to guide investment decisions.

One issue that Ministers have asked to be considered further is KiwiRail’s status as a
State Owned-Enterprise. This needs to be considered further in-light of the Future of
Rail review and how far those changes have gone to address the issues identified in
the rail system as a result.

Consideration of KiwiRail’s entity form
5.

KiwiRail is an integrated SOE. Its operations can be categorised as:
a

Above rail: rail (freight and tourist) and ferry operations across the Cook Strait

b

Below rail: the operation of the rail network itself, such as tracks, tunnels, bridges,
track and train signals and associated infrastructure.

T2020/3536 Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form
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This has been reinforced through the Future of Rail review which:
a

recommended that above rail investment decisions should be made on a
commercial basis, and below rail investments should be made on a broader
public benefits basis under the Land Transport Management Act, in line with the
way other land transport investments are made

b

recommended that KiwiRail operates separate above rail and below rail financial
accounts to support that transparency of decision-making.

7.

However, in practice KiwiRail operates as an integrated railway, with many of its dayto-day operations being integrated across these functions.

8.

The New Zealand Railway Corporation (NZRC) is also an SOE. It holds railway land
and is obligated to provide this land to KiwiRail, in the form of a multi-decade core
lease, for KiwiRail to operate its rail network.

9.

KiwiRail (and NZRC’s) shares are equally held, on behalf of the Crown, by the Minister
of Finance and the Minister for State Owned Enterprises (shareholding Ministers).

However, KiwiRail has required significant ongoing Crown equity funding to operate
10.

Unlike other SOEs, KiwiRail has historically required Crown equity funding in order to
fulfil its objectives and maintain its operations. Its above rail revenue-generating
business has not generated sufficient cash to fund its investment in above and below
rail assets. The Crown’s readiness to provide such funding is due, in part, to the wider
public benefits associated with rail, such as reduced road congestion and maintenance
costs, and lower emissions.

Cabinet considered KiwiRail’s structure in May 2020, and noted it would remain an integrated
SOE, pending a further review of KiwiRail’s SOE status
11.

In May 2020, Cabinet considered KiwiRail’s structure and form. Cabinet noted that
there would be no changes to KiwiRail’s organisational form or structure at this time,
and that KiwiRail would continue to operate as an SOE, pending a further review into
KiwiRail’s status as an SOE [DEV-20-MIN-0082 refers].

Vertical separation was considered and dismissed
12.

Vertical separation of railways is generally driven by the desire for competitive rail
services across a common network to drive efficiency and innovation. New market
entrants of a sufficient scale into the commercial rail freight market are unlikely, given
the small size of the market. Therefore, we are unlikely to see the benefits of
competition. Based on this, Cabinet agreed to maintain KiwiRail as a single entity.

13.

In addition, Cabinet noted that there are also a number of benefits of maintaining
vertical integration, including:
a

efficient co-management of train and track infrastructure

b

alignment of network investment with actual market demand

c

more efficient pooled use of New Zealand’s limited resource of rail expertise.

Cabinet also considered KiwiRail’s status as an SOE
14.

Three main forms were considered including maintaining the status quo with enhanced
reporting, or changing to a Crown Entity Company or a Crown Agent. At that time
Ministers recommended that KiwiRail remain an SOE, as it needed to focus on
delivering its significant capital programme.

T2020/3536 Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form
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15.

Structural change is a disruptive process. The Public Service Commission (PSC)
advised that, based on previous changes, it takes three years on average for an
agency to recover from major structural change. We are advised by PSC that structural
change should not be pursued without sufficiently large incentives for change, and
where changes need to be made to achieve a clear purpose.

16.

Officials and KiwiRail advised at that time that structural change could disrupt
KiwiRail’s primary focus on delivering the resilient and reliable investment programme
and the new planning and funding framework. COVID-19 also caused significant
disruption, and it will take time to determine and respond to the effects of this.

17.

Ministers recognised that KiwiRail’s focus should be on delivering its investment into
the rail network and its commercial assets. It was considered at that time that a form
change would add undue pressure at a time and believe that KiwiRail’s focus should
continue to be as a profit-oriented commercial enterprise for the foreseeable future.
Ministers noted that a further review of KiwiRail’s SOE status would be initiated in
December 2020, and report back to Ministers in October 2021 [DEV-20-MIN-0082
refers].

18.

To increase transparency around performance, KiwiRail is implementing a range of
initiatives. These include preparing the RNIP by 1 July, and separate financial reporting
for above rail and below rail. It is also working on developing its pathway to profit. The
progress of these initiatives would be considered as part of the review of KiwiRail’s
entity form.

Issues and analysis
19.

Following the Future of Rail review, a range of changes are being made to improve the
transparency and investment decision-making for rail. However, it is clear following the
review that the Government is seeking to achieve a mix of commercial and public
benefit outcomes from KiwiRail.

20.

KiwiRail will continue to be funded on a public benefit basis through the NLTF for its
core network maintenance and renewal. Above rail investment decisions will be made
on a commercial basis.

21.

KiwiRail’s current functions do not cleanly fit within any established entity form, be it an
SOE or otherwise. The Treasury notes that current entity form presents challenges in
terms of:
a

KiwiRail’s requirement to be as profitable and efficient as a comparable business
not owned by the Crown (SOE Act section 4(1)a)

b

The requirement that, as an SOE, all decisions relating to the operation of
KiwiRail shall be made by or pursuant to the authority of its board in accordance
with its Statement of Corporate Intent (SOE Act section 5(2))

c

KiwiRail’s historic, and immediate, reliance on Crown appropriations to fund its
business as usual capital expenditure (there is $1.5 billion of Crown funding
appropriated to fund KiwiRail’s above rail capital expenditure beyond the 2020/21
financial year. Ongoing funding will be provided to the rail network in recognition
of the broader benefits sought from the network.

d

Difficulties in measuring performance and in assessing the anticipated benefits
from investments given their long-term and multi-dimensional nature.

T2020/3536 Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form
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A change in entity form will not resolve all of the issues related to these challenges.
Irrespective of the form, Ministers still need to have appropriate levers to maximise
both commercial and public benefit outcomes, and to be able to manage the trade-offs
that may exist between the two. There are also risks with alternative forms that are
closer to Government, in particular the risk of political pressure to get involved in
commercial investment decisions 9(2)(b)(ii)
. Many of these risks may result in greater costs or
9(2)(b)(ii)
reliance on Crown funding in the future.

We seek your approval of, or feedback on, our proposed approach which will subsequently
shape the Terms of Reference of the entity form review
23.

In order to continue with our preparation for the review, we seek your reconfirmation, or
feedback on, the following approach that we propose guide this subsequent review into
KiwiRail.

s9(2)(f)(iv)

26.

The scope of the review, and the criteria by which entity form options would be
assessed, will be included in the Terms of Reference, which we propose to provide to
you by the end of July 2021.

T2020/3536 Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form
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Risks of undertaking the review
27.

Ministers have previously signalled that a further review into the KiwiRail’s entity form
will occur. This has been reported publicly following references to the review in the
Treasury’s Briefing to the Incoming Minister in November 2020. 9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

Next steps
30.

Officials will work to incorporate feedback from Ministers on the proposed approach to
the entity review. It is critical that Ministers are clear on the outcomes they are seeking
from KiwiRail. This will allow the review to be focused on determining the most
appropriate form for KiwiRail and NZRC.

31.

If directed to do so, officials will prepare a draft Terms of Reference for Ministers to
consider and approve. The Terms of Reference will include information on the
governance arrangements of the review, and the extent to which external engagement
occurs. The Ministry of Transport and the Treasury will work with the PSC to prepare
the Terms of Reference.

32.

We propose to commence the review into KiwiRail’s entity form in the second half of
2021. This timing will allow KiwiRail to make progress with work coming out of the
Future of Rail review, such as segmented above rail and below rail reporting, and to
develop its ‘Pathway to Profit’ 10-year model. This information will be key inputs for the
review.

33.

This timing will also allow the Ministry of Transport and KiwiRail to focus on
implementing the new planning and funding framework for rail, which is due to be
completed by 1 July 2021. The implementation of this framework is significant, with
work underway to issue the Rail Plan, finalise track user charges, complete the RNIP
and ensure its appropriate review by Waka Kotahi and engagement with councils. In
addition, KiwiRail will be continuing to progress with its significant capital programme.

34.

Resourcing within the Ministry of Transport will remain constrained until after the
implementation period, without other trade-offs. The Treasury notes that it will be able
to leverage a considerable amount of its core business-as-usual monitoring work of
KiwiRail, to input into the review.

T2020/3536 Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form
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Recommended Action
We recommend that you:
a

agree to the proposed approach to the review as stated in paragraphs 24 and 25 of
this briefing.
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

b

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

direct officials to prepare a draft Terms of Reference for Ministers’ consideration by the
end of July 2021.
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

c

Agree/disagree.
Minister of Transport

Agree/disagree.
Minister of Transport

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

refer this briefing to the Minister for the Public Service for his information.
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

Agree/disagree.
Minister of Transport

Maureena van der Lem
Manager, Commercial Performance
The Treasury

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

Harriet Shelton
Policy Manager, Supply Chain
Ministry of Transport

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance

Hon Michael Wood
Minister of Transport

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

T2020/3536 Progressing the review of KiwiRail’s entity form
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Follow up on the Landcorp Farming Limited Independent
Review

3 May 2021

Report No:

T2021/1089

File Number:

SE-2-8-1

Action sought
Action sought

Deadline

Minister of Finance
(Hon Grant Robertson)

Agree to the recommendations in this paper,
including the Minister for State Owned
Enterprises sending a letter to the Chair of
Landcorp on next steps

10 May 2021

Associate Minister of Finance
(Hon David Parker)

Note the content of this briefing

10 May 2021

Minister for State Owned Enterprises
(Hon Dr David Clark)

Agree to the recommendations in this paper,
including signing a letter to the Chair of
Landcorp on next steps

10 May 2021

Contact for telephone discussion (if required)
Name

Position

Amanda Wilson

Analyst, Commercial Performance

Maureena van der Lem

Manager, Commercial Performance

Minister’s Office actions (if required)
Return the signed report to Treasury
Send the signed letter to the Chair of Landcorp

Note any
feedback on
the quality of
the report

Enclosure:

Yes (attached)

Treasury:4447925v1

Telephone
s9(2)(k)

1st Contact
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Treasury Report: Follow up on the Landcorp Farming Limited
Independent Review
Purpose of Report
1.

This report provides a revised letter to send to the Chair of Landcorp Farming Limited
(Landcorp) and updated recommendations.

2.

This report should read in conjunction with T2020/628 sent to your offices on 14 April
2021.

Feedback received
3.

Feedback from shareholding Ministers to date shows a general consensus around the
pathway forward as a result of the Independent Review (the Review), albeit with some
caveats that may result in a modification of the actions.

4.

The comments received to date, largely cover the following:
a

Caution around being too rigid in a “ s9(2)(g)(i)
expectation. There
remains an intrinsic appeal in the vertical integration / value-add strategy from an
NZ Inc perspective. However, there needs to be greater transparency over the
cost, benefits and trade-offs associated with such work.

b

The options for achieving broader government objectives, if not through Landcorp.

c

s9(2)(g)(i)

d

Reluctance to conduct ‘review after review’ and take wider benefits into account in
any consideration of Landcorp’s performance potential.

e

Specific dates for the next steps so that actions are clear to all parties

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

5.

The Treasury has updated the proposed letter to take account of these changes. These
include specific dates for reporting, some tone/language changes 9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

6.

9(2)(b)(ii)

In order to give the Board time to consider any views from
9(2)(b)(ii)
shareholding Ministers on the outcome as part of its Statement of Corporate Intent
(SCI) finalisation, we recommend a further extension to the delivery of the final SCI be
provided. We previously (T2020/628 refers) recommended an extension until 31
August 2021. We now recommend this to be extended until 30 September 2021.
7.

The changes to the s9(2)(f)(iv)
dates s9(2)(f)(iv)
,
require an update to the recommendations previously provided and agreement from
shareholding Ministers. A full list of recommendations is provided with this report.

8.

s9(2)(g)(i)

T2021/1089 Follow up on the Landcorp Farming Limited Independent Review
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Recommended Action
We recommend that you:
a

note that the Independent Review into Landcorp Farming Limited’s (Landcorp’s)
performance outlines strengths in Landcorp’s environmental, health and safety and
genetics practices, but also notes concerns about Landcorp’s on-farm and off-farm
performance, high corporate overheads s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

b

note that Landcorp and the Treasury will work together to address the transparency
and accountability issues outlined in the Review as a matter of urgency

c

s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

,

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(g)(i)

d

s9(2)(g)(i)

e

s9(2)(g)(i)

f

agree to provide Landcorp with an extension for the delivery of its final Statement of
Corporate Intent to 30 September 2021, as permitted under section 14(4) of the StateOwned Enterprises Act 1986
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

g

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

agree for the Minister for State Owned Enterprises to sign the attached letter to the
Chair of Landcorp.
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

Maureena van der Lem
Manager, Commercial Performance

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance

Hon David Parker
Associate Minister
of Finance

T2021/1089 Follow up on the Landcorp Farming Limited Independent Review

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State
Owned Enterprises
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Dr Warren Parker
Chair
Landcorp Farming Limited
s9(2)(a)

Dear Dr Parker
LANDCORP FARMING LIMITED INDEPENDENT REVIEW
I am writing on behalf of shareholding Ministers to outline our reflections on the Independent
Review (the Review) and next steps.
Thank you for participating in the Review process and in sharing your response. We
appreciate that you are planning changes to address the transparency and accountability
concerns raised by the Review and ask that you work with the Treasury to implement these
as soon as possible.
We understand that differences in your views to those of the reviewer are inevitable and will
give careful consideration to the challenges you have set out to some of the Review’s
findings.
In our view there are some substantial issues arising from the Review and the overall themes
that emerge require further consideration. These themes relate to Landcorp’s performance,
and the current cost structure, s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv) We believe these matters should be considered further and we look for your
support and co-operation to do so.
We note and commend improvements in Landcorp’s on-farm performance in recent years, in
particular, the growth in organic farms and in demonstrating on-farm diversification to have
positive impacts on profits and outcomes.
We consider Landcorp’s primary objective to be a successful pastoral farming company and
continue to expect Landcorp prioritises its core on-farm operations to achieve best financial
returns and efficiency.
We note that Landcorp’s on-farm operations still tend to perform around or below sector
averages, before the allocation of corporate overheads. It is critical that Landcorp is able to
demonstrate strong farming performance for it to be a leader in good farming practice and
have influence in industry good activities. Further, Landcorp needs to demonstrate that its
vertical integration enhances, rather than hinders, this core role.
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As shareholders, we are interested in understanding the level of on-farm performance that
can be expected of Landcorp, in order to inform our expectations. We understand that you
are already undertaking a number of activities to strengthen your on-farm performance and
. s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(g)(i)

The Review highlights that off-farm ventures continue to under-perform

9(2)(b)(ii)

The Review
also expresses concern about Landcorp’s ability to execute its strategy cost-effectively, given
that the core competencies for successfully delivering ‘off-farm’ ventures are quite different to
those required to deliver pastoral farming excellence.
9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

We

expect the Board to take a realistic view on the business’s prospects.

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

We ask that

9(2)(b)(ii)

our feedback is taken into consideration as you complete your Statement of
Corporate Intent (SCI).
9(2)(b)(ii)

The level of corporate overhead has been a concern of shareholding Ministers for a number
of years. We note that this Review concludes these high costs are in part due to the current
complex business model, including off-farm ventures. We expect that further work is
undertaken to optimise corporate activity and make it fit-for-purpose, relative to Landcorp’s
operational model.
Next steps
We expect, as you have proposed, for the transparency and accountability changes to be
implemented as soon as practicable and for you to work with the Treasury to make this
happen.
As stated above, strong on-farm performance remains our primary expectation for Landcorp,
both in fulfilling its core objective as an SOE and for Landcorp to have credibility to take a
leadership role in good farming practices. We have indicated our desire to further understand
the current level of on-farm performance and the level of performance that can be expected,
. s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

In developing your SCI, please consider this letter as you would a Letter of Expectations,
giving consideration to the expectations above and their implications for your current strategy
and business model. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
, s9(2)(g)(i)
, s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(g)(i)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

2
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As per section 14(4) of the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986, we have decided to extend
the time by which you deliver your final SCI for 2021/22 to 30 September 2021. This is to
ensure that there is adequate time for the considerations noted above. You are still required
by legislation to deliver your draft SCI by no later than 31 May 2021. However, we
acknowledge that this may be a simplified form whilst further discussions are ongoing.
We appreciate that considerable time has gone into engaging in, and responding to, the
Review. We will be monitoring Landcorp’s performance closely and expect you to continue
working with the Treasury on your response and implementation to assist with this.

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
on behalf of shareholding Ministers

3
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Reference:

T2021/1074

SE-2-12-1

Date:

11 May 2021

To:

Acting Minister for State Owned Enterprises (Hon Dr Megan Woods)

Cc:

Minister of Finance (Hon Grant Robertson)
Associate Minister of Finance (Hon David Parker)

Deadline:

13 May 2021

(if any)

Meeting with NZ Post Chair, Chief Executive and Chief
Financial Officer
You are scheduled to meet with the Chair, Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officer
of New Zealand Post Limited (NZ Post) on 13 May 2021 at 9.15am.

Purpose of the meeting
This is a relationship meeting that presents you with an opportunity to discuss areas of
interest and key challenges, as well as any specific expectations of the shareholding
Ministers that you wish to emphasise. This briefing provides you with an agenda (with
supporting slides) supplied by NZ Post, an overview of specific key issues NZ Post is
currently facing, some suggested talking points and background on the attendees.

Agenda
NZ Post has provided the following proposed agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introductions
Future of mail
Parcels and brand
NZ Post governance
Kiwi Group Holdings
Any other business

NZ Post has also prepared a short slide pack for agenda items 2-5, intended to give
you a brief overview of the topic and help frame the conversation. The agenda and
slide pack are attached to this briefing.

Treasury:4447189v1

1
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Background on key issues
The Treasury recently provided you with a briefing for your new role as Acting Minister
for State Owned Enterprises. The briefing provided an overview of NZ Post’s business
and the key issues the entity is currently facing [T2021/948 refers]. The following key
issues were highlighted in the briefing.
NZ Post’s mail volumes are in decline and policy work is underway
Due to falling volumes and relatively fixed costs, continued delivery of mail services
under the current settings is no longer commercially viable for NZ Post. Transitional
funding of $130m was appropriated in Budget 2020 for NZ Post’s mail business to
maintain the current level of mail services.
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) is leading a programme
of work (with input from the Treasury and NZ Post) to canvass options for a future
sustainable mail service. s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

.

Parcel volumes are growing and NZ Post is investing significantly in its network
With strong growth in eCommerce activity expected to continue, NZ Post is investing
$158m in its parcel network. It considers the investment is vital to achieving its strategic
plan to secure its future as a major parcel and courier business. It proposes the
investment will deliver economies of scale in line with parcel volume growth, and the
platform to deliver to global customer standards. s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(g)(i)
Shareholding Ministers have set an expectation that NZ Post provides regular updates
to the Treasury on the progress of the investment, and signals any significant risks and
planned responses to risks at an early stage.
s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(g)(i)

Treasury:4447189v1
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s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(g)(i)

Governance matters
There are two vacancies on the board and the terms of five directors expire in 2021.
Accordingly, the Chair and the board are hoping the shareholding Ministers will make
decisions soon to resolve the uncertainty relating to these appointments. Nominations
for new directors closed on 26 March 2021, and we have recently provided advice to
you regarding the reappointment of directors with expiring terms and a recommended
shortlist for due diligence interviews for an additional director and the replacement of a
long serving director [T2021/729 refers].
Capital structure considerations for NZ Post and shareholding Ministers
Due to the expected negative impacts of COVID-19, equity capital funding of $150m
was appropriated for NZ Post in Budget 2020. The first tranche of $80m was
transferred to NZ Post in June 2020, and a further $70m is available as an uncalled
capital facility. Shareholding Ministers set an expectation that any surplus capital from
the equity injection be returned to the Crown.
NZ Post has performed much better than the company expected through COVID-19
and, accordingly, the Chair of NZ Post has recently informed us that the board is
currently considering cancelling the second equity tranche of $70m. This is based on
the company’s forecasts that do not anticipate the uncalled capital facility will be
required before its expiration on 30 June 2022. We are supportive of the cancellation of
the uncalled capital facility, which is appropriated only for the purpose of providing
support relating to the negative impacts of COVID-19, and we will update you once the
board has made its decision.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

Suggested talking points
•

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

•

What do you consider to be potential disruptors to the parcel business in New
Zealand? How are you planning to mitigate or prepare for this disruption,
particularly in light of the significant investment in your parcels network?

•

What key lessons did the company learn through COVID-19, and how is it
applying these going forward?

•

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

Alice Courtney, Senior Analyst, Commercial Performance, s9(2)(k)
Shelley Hollingsworth, Manager, Commercial Performance
Treasury:4447189v1
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Annex 1 - NZ Post Attendees
Rodger Finlay was appointed as Chair of NZ Post in August 2019.
He has more than 10 years of governance experience, following an
executive career of 27 years in the financial services industry
including senior investment banking and funds management
positions with major institutions.
He has a Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting and Finance) from
the University of Otago and is a Fellow of Chartered Accountants
Australia and New Zealand, as well as a Chartered Fellow of the
Institute of Directors.
David Walsh has been the Chief Executive of NZ Post since May
2017. He joined the NZ Post Group in February 2015 as Chief
Financial Officer having previously held the position of General
Manager Corporate and Finance at KiwiRail.
David has experience in a wide range of industries experiencing
change, with complex infrastructure, consumer products and
services and leading large change projects. His professional
background also includes Chief Operating and Chief Financial
Officer at New Zealand Racing Board, and senior finance roles at
Fonterra and TransAlta.
Rhonda Richardson joined NZ post as Chief Financial Officer in
November 2020.
Rhonda brings significant financial and commercial experience to
NZ Post, together with extensive experience in leading operational
and customer functions. Immediately prior to joining NZ Post
Rhonda held several senior leadership positions at Chorus NZ
Limited. Previous experience includes a variety of management
roles at Spark and The Treasury.

Treasury:4447189v1
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Meeting between Minister Woods & NZ Post
Overview of topics for discussion

13 May 2021, 9:15am

Delivering what people care about
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Topics for discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introductions
Future of mail
Parcels and brand
NZ Post governance
Kiwi Group Holdings
Any other business

Delivering what people care about
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2. Future of mail
• Mail volumes continue to decline:
• Rate of decline continues to accelerate due to COVID-19 and other factors.
• Total letter volumes declined from 312 million in FY19 to 272m in FY20.

• Three year $130m transitional funding agreed in Budget 2020 (for FY21-FY23).
•
• MBIE is leading future of mail work on a sustainable solution for mail services
.
• Timing here is critical; we need to know the landscape, and be in a position to
make adjustments to prepare, as soon as possible.
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

Delivering what people care about
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3. Parcels and brand
• Parcels business growing substantially and consistently:
• 85 million parcels delivered in calendar year 2020; increase of approx. 20% from 2019.
• Parcels earnings are strong; $27m net profit after tax for 6 months to December 2020.
• 10-year investment in parcel network backbone (Te Iho) is on budget and timetable.

• Move to one combined delivery brand – advertorials late May, public brand launch late
June and roll out over next 2-3 years.
• Major sustainability focus:
• Goal to have all NZ Post owned vehicles 100% electric by 2023 (all 450 “Paxsters” already are).
• Science Based Target of 32% carbon reduction (2018 baseline) and carbon neutrality by 2030.
• Recent announcements of carbon neutral consumer sending and 80% NZ made recycled courier
bags (lowest carbon footprint option after significant life cycle analysis undertaken).
• Internal launch of “FutureFit” after initial delay due to COVID-19.

•

9(2)(b)(ii)

Delivering what people care about
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4. NZ Post governance
• Need decisions on governance and appointments soon.
• 5 out of 6 directors currently have expiry dates in 2021.
• Certainty, continuity and succession planning (which ensures good transition of
required skill sets and experience) are all critical.
• This is especially so during a time of significant transformation and change for the
business (e.g. future of mail, parcels and brand investments, COVID-19, other).
• Have had good engagement on this topic with The Treasury.

Delivering what people care about
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5. Kiwi Group Holdings
• Owned and nurtured Kiwibank since 2001, via Kiwi Group Holdings since 2009.
• Sold down to 53% ownership in October 2016. Other owners are NZ
Superannuation Fund (25%) and ACC (22%).
•
s9(2)(f)(iv) and s9(2)(i)

• Unlike other shareholders, NZ Post requires a dividend income from
KGH/Kiwibank.

Delivering what people care about
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Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22 Statement
of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of
Intent

12 May 2021

Report No:

T2021/1135

File Number:

CM-1-3-106

Action sought
Action sought

Deadline

Minister of Finance
(Hon Grant Robertson)

Agree to the recommendations

21 May 2021

Minister for State Owned
Enterprises
(Hon Dr David Clark)

Agree to the recommendations

21 May 2021

Sign and send the attached letter to
the Chair of CIP

Contact for telephone discussion (if required)
Name

Position

Mark O'Regan

Senior Analyst,
Commercial Performance

Michael Moore

Acting Manager,
Commercial Performance

Telephone
s9(2)(k)

1st Contact
N/A
(mob)



N/A
(mob)

Minister’s Office actions
Both offices: Return the signed report and attached letter to the Treasury
Minister of Finance’s office: Forward the signed report to the Minister for State Owned Enterprises’ office
Minister for State Owned Enterprises’ office: Once the signed report is received from the Minister of
Finance’s office, and your Minister has signed the report and attached letters, email a signed copy of the
letters to the Chair of CIP
Note any
feedback on
the quality of
the report

Enclosure:

Yes
CIP 2021 Statement of Intent - DRAFT 13 April 2021 (Treasury:4455701v1)
CIP FY22 Statement of Performance Expectations DRAFT - 13 April 2021 (Treasury:4455700v1)
Letter from Minister Clark to Mark Binns - FY22 Accountability Documents (Treasury:4455699v1)
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Treasury Report: Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22
Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25
Statement of Intent
Purpose of Report
1.

Under the Crown Entities Act 2004 (the CE Act), Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited
(CIP) is required to publish a Statement of Intent (SOI) once every three years and a
Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) each year.

2.

This report provides shareholding Ministers with:
a

a summary and analysis of CIP’s draft SPE for the period ending 30 June 2022
and draft SOI for the four-year period to 30 June 2025; and

b

a draft letter to the chair of CIP, acknowledging receipt of the draft SPE and SOI
and requesting CIP finalises and publishes the documents.

SPE analysis
3.

CIP submitted its draft SPE to Ministers and the Treasury on 13 April 2021. The
document sets out the measures against which performance will be assessed in the
year ahead.

Meeting the requirements of the CE Act
4.

Section 149E of the CE Act requires CIP to identify each reportable class of outputs for
the period covered by the SPE, unless an exemption has been granted. CIP’s draft
SPE outlines seven output classes:
a

UFB programme;

b

Rural Broadband Initiative (RBI2) and Mobile Black Spot Fund (MBSF)
programme;

c

Regional Digital Connectivity programme – this includes several related activities
(e.g. Milford Fibre Links project and the Marae connectivity programme);

d

Public Safety Network (PSN) programme – CIP has added detail to the PSN
output class (previously the Next Generation Critical Communication output
class) for FY22, reflecting CIP’s clearer understanding of its role in the
programme;

e

Infrastructure Funding and Financing (IFF) programme;

f

Infrastructure Reference Group (IRG) programme – this was a new output class
in the FY21 SPE, added via an amendment (T2020/3568 refers); and

g

Three Waters Reform (3WR) programme – this was also a new output class in
the FY21 SPE, added via an amendment (T2020/3568 refers);

T2021/1135 Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22 Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of
Intent
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Alignment with the strategic priorities outlined in the SOI and the core purpose outlined in the
constitution
5.

The nature of CIP’s work programmes has changed significantly since 2018, when the
company’s current SOI was issued. However, the new draft SOI reflects CIP’s new
operating reality, and there is clear alignment between the draft SPE and SOI.

6.

In FY21, shareholding Ministers agreed to update CIP’s constitution to ensure its core
purpose could continue to align with the work it was delivering. The work programmes
and priorities outlined in the draft SPE accurately reflect the core purpose as outlined in
the updated constitution.

Reflecting the expectations set by shareholding Ministers in the LOE
7.

The Minister for State Owned Enterprises, on behalf of shareholding Ministers, sent a
new Letter of Expectations (LOE) to CIP in 2020 (T2020/3568 refers). The draft SPE
broadly reflects the expectations in this letter, covering the programmes CIP is
delivering and its role in monitoring the operational and service performance of its IRG,
UFB, RBI2 and MBSF programme partners. The draft SPE also outlines management’s
approach to ensuring safe and efficient operations.

Performance indicators
8.

CIP’s performance measures for FY22 are mostly quantified and time-bound where
appropriate, and are linked to its primary work programmes. Officials have provided
CIP with feedback on several measures, in particular:
a

the PSN output class measure relating to procurement, finalisation of
contracts and commencement of mobilisation: officials recommended
splitting the measure into three separate measures to allow for easier
assessment of performance in each phase of the work;

b

the IRG output class measure relating to project commencement: officials
recommended reworking the measure so it assesses the extent to which projects
have been advanced by looking at estimated time to complete, rather than total
funding versus costs incurred; and

c

the financial and operating efficiency measure: officials recommended
applying this measure, which is currently aggregated across CIP’s operations, to
each of CIP’s output classes.

9.

We have asked management to consider this feedback before finalising its SPE, and
discussions between management and Treasury officials are ongoing.

10.

CIP’s performance measure relating to the IFF programme was tested with the
Treasury’s Housing and Urban Growth team. This engagement aligns with the IFF
programme ‘way forward’ focus area recently identified in the Treasury’s FY21 halfyear Performance Assessment Framework (PAF) update.

Financial performance
11.

CIP is forecasting a $37.7 million loss in FY22. This is not a cause for concern as CIP
is effectively an investment vehicle through which the Crown funds infrastructure
programmes and projects, and so is entirely funded by share capital, grant funding
from the Crown or interest earned on investments. Additionally, CIP faces significant
annual losses due to fair value adjustments on investments ($53.7 million forecast in
FY22), and so a significant portion of annual losses are due to accounting treatment.

T2021/1135 Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22 Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of
Intent
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The draft SPE contains a set of financial forecasts for FY22 which indicate that the
company is well placed to deliver its core work programmes in the year ahead. We
draw your attention to the following:
a

Professional and advisory fees are forecast to increase from $4.7 million in FY21
to $6.7 million in FY22 – a 43% increase. Officials have previously flagged that
CIP’s operating model relies heavily on leveraging third-party support services
(T2020/1127 refers);

b

Limited increases are forecast in other corporate expenses, including personnel
costs (6% increase to $7.2 million), directors’ fees (17% increase to $221,000)
and ‘other’ expenses (2% increase to $3.7 million);

c

The Government issued $812 million of Treasury Bills to CIP in FY21 to fund its
IRG projects, and this is reflected in the Statement of Forecast Cash Flows in the
draft SPE. The FY21 ‘Net Cash Outflow from Operating Activities’ of
$827.6 million is therefore significantly larger than the $26.3 million forecast in
FY22;

d

Non-grant project expenses are forecast to increase from $24.6 million in FY21 to
$48.8 million in FY22 – a 98% increase. This is attributable to the timing of
activities in CIP’s telecommunications work programmes, and will be funded from
recycled capital; and

e

Loan assets are forecast to increase from $32 million in FY21 to $121.6 million in
FY22, reflecting CIP’s investment in IRG projects.

The Treasury considers the draft SPE submitted by CIP to be suitable for tabling to the
House of Representatives.

SOI analysis
14.

CIP submitted its draft SOI to Ministers and the Treasury on 13 April 2021. The
document outlines the strategic intentions of the company over the next several years.

CIP’s strategic objectives to 30 June 2025
15.

The draft SOI outlines CIP’s key strategic objectives, which link directly to the output
classes and associated measures in the SPE. The strategic objectives are broadly in
line with expectations conveyed to management by Ministers and officials, are
reflective of the company’s purpose and roles as outlined in the constitution, and cover
all of CIP’s core work programmes. CIP’s strategic objectives are outlined in Table 1
below:
Table 1: Strategic objectives
Programme

Objective

UFB

Implement the UFB programme to provide broadband access to ~86%
of the population (e.g. urban businesses, schools and marae across at
least 410 towns and cities)

Rural
Broadband

Improve coverage and broadband performance for ~3.4% of remote
rural population and businesses by 2023, and to improve rural
broadband performance in rural areas with existing coverage where
there is congestion and/or ‘stop sells’ (i.e. no service being available
due to capacity constraints) by 2024

T2021/1135 Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22 Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of
Intent
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Increase mobile coverage of rural state highways (~1,400km) and
tourism areas (~160) by 2023 and other mobile black spots as agreed
to by government

Regional
Fund regional fibre links to improve resilience and services in rural
Digital
areas as advised by government, implement marae digital connectivity
Connectivity nationwide by 2023, and the implementation of further infrastructure as
agreed by government

16.

PSN

Be the telecommunication infrastructure provider to the emergency
services PSN and supporting its implementation by 2026

IRG

Implement projects where CIP is directly responsible and oversee the
whole IRG programme so the programme is substantially completed by
end of 2023, and the implementation of further infrastructure as agreed
by government

3WR

Support the Department of Internal Affairs with oversight of the 3WR
investment and on rural supply to improve drinking water outcomes in
conjunction with the 3WR process, and other 3WR process support as
agreed with government

IFF

Enable the funding and financing (including direct funding when agreed
by the government) of infrastructure where funding constraints exist, by
acting as a facilitator

Along with identifying the UFB strategic objective, the draft SOI states CIP will advise
officials when surplus capital from UFB investments is available and could be used for
further infrastructure investment or returned to the Crown. 9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(j)
.
9(2)(g)(i) and 9(2)(j)

Organisational health and capability
17.

CIP intends to hold its infrastructure partners to account, pushing them to focus on
health and safety and benchmarking their performance against key industry safety
measures, such as the Total Recorded Injury Frequency Rate. CIP will report on health
and safety outcomes each year in its annual report.

18.

CIP states it is committed to supporting its staff to achieve the company’s strategic
objectives by focusing on staff wellbeing, skills development and effective
collaboration. This commitment is a positive one, and aligns with the delivery capacity
focus area recently identified in the Treasury’s FY21 half-year PAF update.

19.

CIP’s draft SOI also states it is committed to maintaining the core capabilities outlined
in Table 2 below. Officials consider these capabilities to be important if CIP is to
effectively delivering its current work programmes over the next several years. CIP is
likely to leverage third-party support (e.g. consultancy services) in instances where it
identifies a short-term gap in its capabilities.
Table 2: Core capabilities
Commercial negotiation
and procurement

Corporate finance and
legal

Probity and procurement

Delivery oversight and
monitoring

Database management
and reporting

Engineering expertise

Facilitation

Stakeholder and
relationship management

Financial management,
settlements, cash flow
management and reporting

T2021/1135 Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22 Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of
Intent
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The Treasury considers the draft SOI submitted by CIP to be suitable for tabling to the
House of Representatives.

Next Steps
21.

We recommend shareholding Ministers agree that the Minister for State Owned
Enterprises signs and sends the attached letter to the Chair of CIP.

22.

CIP will then provide a final digital copy of the finalised SPE and SOI, as well as two
printed copies of each document, to shareholding Ministers’ offices. CIP will also
provide five copies of the documents to the House Office for presentation in the House
of Representatives.

Recommended Action
We recommend that you:
a

note that the Treasury considers Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited’s (CIP’s)
Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) and Statement of Intent (SOI) to be
suitable for tabling to the House of Representatives

b

note that officials have provided CIP with feedback on its draft SPE and SOI, and will
continue to engage with management prior the documents being finalised

c

agree that the Minister for State Owned Enterprises, on behalf of shareholding
Ministers, signs and sends the attached letter to the Chair of CIP
Agree/disagree.
Minister of Finance

Agree/disagree.
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

Michael Moore
Acting Manager, Commercial Performance

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

T2021/1135 Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited: FY22 Statement of Performance Expectations and FY22-25 Statement of
Intent
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Mr Mark Binns
Chair
Crown Infrastructure Partners
s9(2)(a)

Dear Mr Binns
CROWN INFRASTRUCTURE PARTNERS LIMITED’S STATEMENT OF PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS FOR 2021/22 AND STATEMENT OF INTENT FOR FY22-25
Thank you for sending shareholding Ministers a copy of Crown Infrastructure Partners
Limited’s (CIP’s) draft Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) for the period to
30 June 2022, and draft Statement of Intent (SOI) for the period to 30 June 2025. On behalf of
shareholding Ministers, I would like to thank you and your team for the work in preparing these
documents, and for CIP’s ongoing support across several important Government programmes.
I acknowledge that the draft SPE addresses the expectations outlined in our most recent Letter
of Expectations. I am comfortable with the strategic direction of CIP as outlined in its draft SOI,
as well as its focus on maintaining core capability and being a great place to work.
I understand officials from the Treasury and the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment have provided CIP with feedback on the draft SPE and SOI. I encourage you to
consider this feedback and incorporate it where appropriate.
Please provide my office with two printed copies and one soft copy of the final SOI and SPE
on 30 June 2021, and publish the final SOI and SPE on the CIP website as soon as practicable
after that date, as required under sections 149A(1) and 149L(1) of the Crown Entities Act 2004.
Please also provide five printed copies and one soft copy of the final SOI and SPE to the
House Office at house.office@parliament.govt.nz for publishing on the Parliament website.
I wish you every success for the year ahead. Please pass on my thanks to the rest of the board,
management and staff of CIP for their effort.
Yours sincerely

Hon Dr David Clark
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
On behalf of Shareholding Ministers
cc

Graham Mitchell, Chief Executive, Crown Infrastructure Partners,
graham.mitchell@crowninfrastructure.govt.nz
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CROWN INFRASTRUCTURE PARTNERS LIMITED
Statement of Performance Expectations
1 July 2021 – 30 June 2022

June 2021

Presented to the House of Representatives
pursuant to the Crown Entities Act 2004
[NOTE: finalisation of some numeric targets for output measures will occur in the June final version, once
Network Deployment Plans are agreed with Partners. Also financial forecasts may vary in the final June
version due to interest rate movements]
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Introduction

This Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) is submitted by the Board of Directors of Crown
Infrastructure Partners Limited (CIP), pursuant to the Crown Entities Act 2004. It sets out the performance
expected of CIP for the period 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022.
Statement of responsibility
CIP is responsible for the statements contained in this document, including the appropriateness of the
business assumptions underlying them. CIP is also responsible for internal control systems that provide
reasonable assurance as to the integrity of its financial reporting.

Mark Binns

Bella Takiari-Brame

Chair
30 June 2021

Director
30 June 2021
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CIP’s purpose, objectives, scope and outputs

This SPE sets out the targets and forward budgets for CIP for FY22, which are consistent with the direction
from shareholding Ministers in their Letter of Expectations to CIP of 18 December 2020.
COVID-19 has had a number of impacts on telecommunications network delivery and timing of urban
development projects, some of which are likely to impact during FY22. The following measures assume
there is no further change in COVID-19 levels.
2.1

CIP’s purpose and strategic objectives

The following diagrams sets out CIP’s vision, purpose, strategic objectives, functions and strategic
priorities.
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CIP’s purpose
“To partner with the private sector and local government to deliver infrastructure to improve
the lives of New Zealanders”
Hanga Ngātahi – Building Together

CIP’s strategic objectives
To accelerate the roll-out of UFB to 86% of New Zealanders by 2022 (the UFB Strategic Objective)2
To improve broadband coverage for the last 4% of the population (the RBI2 Strategic Objective) and
mobile coverage on state highways and in tourist areas (the MBS Strategic Objective).
To deliver West Coast and Southland fibre links, upgraded mobile capacity and digital connectivity for
eligible marae and regional digital hubs (the Regional Digital Connectivity Strategic Objective).
To act as delivery partner for the Public Safety Network (PSN) by supporting procurement and delivery
of radio and cellular network infrastructure and services (the PSN Strategic Objective).
To implement and co-ordinate the Infrastructure Reference Group work programme (the IRG Strategic
Objective).
To implement and/or facilitate funding and financing of infrastructure for housing and urban
development and other eligible infrastructure in accordance with the Infrastructure Funding and
Financing Act 2020 (the IFF Strategic Objective).
To assist with the monitoring of the infrastructure delivery stimulus funding for the Government’s 3
waters reform programme (the 3 Waters Strategic Objective).
hh

1

1

NB: CIP is responsible for the roll-out of UFB to 86% of the population by 2022, with the remaining 1% being private fibre that
CIP is not responsible for.
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CIP’s Statement of Intent outlines CIP’s purpose, strategic objectives and functions for July 2021 to June
2025 to achieve the strategic objectives outlined above.
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CIP’s reportable outputs

Section 3 describes CIP’s outputs for the period from 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022, which are reportable
under section 149E(1)(a) of the Crown Entities Act 2004. CIP’s performance targets for fiscal year 2022
relate to UFB deployment, progress of RBI2 and MBS programmes, Regional Digital Connectivity
programme, supporting the PSN programme, infrastructure financing, progressing with the IRG and 3
waters programmes’ implementation, and on financial and operational efficiency. Performance on these
measures will be reported in CIP’s Annual Report.
In addition, CIP monitors the operational and service performance of its UFB, RBI2 and MBS (collectively
Infrastructure Partners), as described in Section 4. These matters are the responsibility of each Partner;
CIP’s role is to monitor performance to ensure that contractually agreed service levels are met (until such
time as the UFB measures come under the purview of the Commerce Commission under the
Telecommunications Act 2001). CIP also monitors health and safety performance across the various
infrastructure programmes. Accordingly, these matters are regarded by CIP as non-reportable outputs for
fiscal year 2022 under section 149E(1)(c) of the Crown Entities Act.
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CIP’s performance measures

3.1.1 UFB programme4
Performance targets for financial and operational efficiency
Fiscal 2021
Fiscal 2022
To Jun 2021
To Jun 2022

Reportable Measure

Project Complete
2022/2023

Forecast

% Completed

Plan

% Completed

Plan

Number of UFB premises handed over by
Partners to CIP or the applicable LFC under UFB
(000's)

1,384

96%

1,426

99%

1,434

The number of broadband end users (such as
households and businesses) able to connect to
UFB (000's)

1,755

96%

1,800

99%

1,818

Percentage of population with access to UFB

84%

85%

86%

[NOTE the numbers in the table above are preliminary and will be finalised for the June version on receipt
of Partner Network Deployment Plans]
This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the UFB Objective.
CIP’s performance in terms of the UFB deployment is based on the number of premises handed over by
the Partners, a verifiable and audited measure. CIP’s performance in terms of the number of end users
(such as households and businesses) able to connect to UFB is measured by CIP and its UFB Partners using
a geospatial dataset.
3.1.2 RBI2 and MBSF programme
Performance targets for financial and operational efficiency
Reportable Measure

Rural End Users to receive improved Broadband

Fiscal 2021
To Jun 2021
Forecast
% Completed

Plan

Fiscal 2022
To Jun 2022
% Completed

Project Complete
2022/2023
Plan

63,566

75%

73,636

87%

84,327

Mobile Black Spot Tourist sites covered

69

41%

84

50%

168

Mobile Black Spot Highway Kilometres covered

745

53%

905

64%

1,406

Population percentage receiving improved rural
broadband

2.6%

76%

3.0%

87%

3.4%

[NOTE the numbers in the table above are preliminary and will be finalised for the June version on receipt
of Partner Network Deployment Plans]
This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the RBI2/MBS Objective.
CIP’s performance in terms of the number of RBI2 end users able to receive improved broadband is based
on the number of ‘Eligible End Users’ (such as households, marae and businesses), population and marae
handed over by the Partners and the resulting population that has coverage. CIP’s performance in terms
of these measures is measured by CIP and its RBI2 Partners using a geospatial dataset.
For MBS, there are two classes of output that track CIP’s progress towards achievement of the RBI2/MBS
Objectives - contracted MBSF tourist sites covered, and contracted MBSF state highway kilometres
covered.
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CIP’s performance in terms of the number of MBSF tourist sites and state highway kilometres covered
with mobile coverage is based on the number of sites and kilometres of coverage handed over by the
Partners. CIP’s performance in terms of the sites and kilometres of coverage handed over under MBSF is
measured by CIP and its MBSF Partner using a geospatial dataset.
3.1.3 Regional Digital Connectivity programme measures

Reportable Measures

Fiscal 2021

Fiscal 2022

Forecast

Target

51

< 60 business
days

80

< 120 business
days

Haast on track
for completion.
Milford started
and on track

On plan to
achieve 2021
(Haast) and 2022
(Milford)
completion

Marae connections: Time to
connect Marae capable of
connection

5

Marae equipment: Average
time for hardware in place for
5

Marae capable of connection
Fibre Links (Haast and
Milford) contract awarded
and deployment on plan for
completion by end of
2021/2022 respectively
Rural Capacity Upgrades:
Progress on rural broadband
capacity upgrades programme
(including any further rural
capacity / broadband
programme)

Substantially
Fully contracted
complete other
and deployment
than 3-5 towers
commenced in
upgraded in
priority areas
July/August 2021

5

Capable of being connected
means that the marae has access
to a broadband network.

[NOTE performance measures for the additional rural broadband capacity programme will be
established post-contracting and delivery of new Network Deployment Plans in the first half of FY22 and
will be advised to shareholding Ministers].
Marae provisioning
This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the marae connectivity component
of the Regional Digital Connectivity Objective by the measuring of timely provisioning of services. Urban
marae are also part of the marae connectivity programme.
CIP’s performance in terms of the marae programme is based on the number of marae that are capable
of being connected to broadband that are provisioned for broadband service within an average of 60
working days, and have all required hardware in place within an average 120 working days from receiving
an approved order from Te Puni Kokiri. This will be measured by CIP using a database.
Fibre link progress
This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the fibre link objective component
of the Regional Digital Connectivity Objective.
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CIP’s performance in terms of the fibre link programme is based on progress in the build programme in
terms of stages completed, and the fibre link programme being on track to meet the end completion date
of each separate fibre link.
Rural capacity upgrades progress
This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the rural broadband capacity
upgrades component of the Regional Digital Connectivity Objective which will enable households and
businesses to connect to existing wireless infrastructure that previously had its capacity exhausted or
experience improved performance from congested rural broadband areas.
CIP’s performance in terms of the capacity upgrades for FY22 is based on the upgrades being fully
contracted with deployment commenced in priority areas. This programme is funded from the
Infrastructure Reference Group programme appropriation, and has the ability to be expanded if the
Government determines it necessary.
3.1.4 PSN programme
Reportable measure

Procurement and contracting

Fiscal 2021
Forecast

Fiscal 2022
Target

Procurement complete, network
PSN tender results received and being infrastructure contracts in place
evaluated
and mobilisation commenced for
FY23 deployment, by end of FY2022

This class of outputs tracks progress towards the achievement of the PSN Strategic Objective by CIP as the
telecommunications infrastructure procurement partner for the PSN. CIP’s performance in terms of the
PSN programme is based on procurement being complete, network infrastructure contracts (being land
mobile radio and mission critical cellular services) being in place and mobilisation having commenced for
FY23 deployment.
CIP will bring external market knowledge, commercial procurement experience in the
telecommunications industry and technical knowledge in supporting the lead agency Next Generation
Critical Communications (NGCC) in the implementation of the PSN.
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3.1.5 Contractual measures for the IFF Strategic Objective

Reportable
measure

Fiscal 2021 forecast

Fiscal 2022 target

Advancing
transaction

By end of FY22, materially advance the
development of the matters that are to
be included in the levy proposals for at
One IFF transaction is on track to be
least one IFF focused transaction
materially advanced by the end of
(including engagement with MHUD and
FY2021 noting that significant work is
The Treasury), noting that the timing of
required over the next three months
completion of any particular IFF
before year end.
transaction is subject to a number of
third party constraints and factors
outside of CIP’s control and influence

Pipeline of
projects

By end of FY22, maintain a pipeline of
medium to longer term projects for
which there is a reasonable expectation
of providing infrastructure financing
Pipeline established with identified
focus projects which have likelihood within the next five years including
of closing in FY23 and medium/longer proactively developing and sharing
term projects which can be advanced outward-facing guidance for relevant
parties so that they can understand how
over time into focus projects
to engage CIP, the model's processes and
the types of outcomes that the model can
deliver

This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the IFF Strategic Objective.
For Infrastructure Financing this class of output that tracks CIP’s progress will be measured based on
materially advancing the development of the matters that are to be included in the levy proposals for at
least one IFF focused transaction (including engagement with MHUD and The Treasury), noting that the
timing of completion of any particular IFF transaction is subject to a number of third party constraints and
factors outside of CIP’s control and influence. Measurement will be through reporting to the Board and
Government on progress.
CIP’s progress will also be measured based on CIP maintaining a pipeline of medium to longer term
projects for which there is a reasonable expectation of providing infrastructure financing within the next
five years including proactively developing and sharing outward-facing guidance for relevant parties so
that they can understand how to engage CIP, the model's processes and the types of outcomes that the
model can deliver. Measurement will be through reporting to the Board and Government on progress.
The impact of the Government’s recent housing announcement, and in particular the Housing
Acceleration Fund have not yet been assessed against IFF housing greenfield bulk housing infrastructure
projects in the pipeline.
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3.1.6 Infrastructure Reference Group work programme

Reportable measure
All approved CIP projects with
suitable risk contracted

Fiscal 2021
Forecast

By end of FY21

Project implementation

Projects on track to commence
within 12 months of contract date
unless otherwise agreed by
Ministers

Reporting

Fit for purpose monitoring and
reporting systems in place for full
programme by end of FY21

Fiscal 2022
Target

By end of CY2021
CIP projects advanced during
year measured by amount of
Government funding and total
funding (includes co-funding)
invested versus total
Government funding and total
project cost (at least [50%])
Preparation of timely regular
reporting across the whole IRG
programme for Ministers, and
release of suitable quarterly
public reporting

This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the IRG Strategic Objective.
CIP’s performance in terms of the IRG programme is based on the number of approved CIP projects with
suitable risk being contracted, a verifiable and audited measure. This is measured by CIP having entered
into binding funding contracts with relevant project owners. This measure reflects the objective of having
projects funded and underway but within reasonable risk parameters post due diligence. This objective
continues into FY22 as not all IRG projects have been approved by Ministers.
CIP’s performance in terms of the percentage of CIP projects advanced during the year will be measured
by the amount of Government funding and total funding (including co-funding) invested versus total
Government funding and total project cost respectively. This measure will be a percentage of total
Government investment forecast to be made project-to-date at the end of FY22, divided by total
Government investment approved for CIP projects and in addition the total combined Government and
co-funded invested project-to-date at the end of FY22, divided by the total project cost for CIP approved
projects. [Draft] percentages for each are Government funding progress [50%3] and total project
progress [50%]. Contracts between CIP and project owners have payments based on achievement of
milestones or progress payments certified by engineers and hence the amount invested is a strong
measure of project progress. CIP is not the project owner and hence a number of matters which impact
timing such as consents, engineering investigations, construction complexities, supply chain, resourcing
capacity and weather can all impact project progress. This will be measured by a CIP database.
CIP’s performance in terms of preparation of regular reporting across the whole IRG programme for
Ministers, and release of suitable quarterly public reporting, is measured by CIP assessing the relevant
systems are in place which are fit for purpose. This component measures CIP’s overall co-ordination role

3

[Note these progress percentages will be reviewed before the finalisation of the SPE in June, to take account of
any additional approved projects].
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for the Government across the whole IRG programme and the multiple agencies implementing this, and
meeting Government reporting expectations.
3.1.7 3 waters reform programme
Reportable measure

Delivery Plan reviews

Fiscal 2021
Forecast

Fiscal 2022
Target

All Delivery Plans were processed by CIP
by 31 October other than 11 which were
submitted late by Councils.

N/A

Quarterly reports and payment claims
reviewed and sent to DIA within 15
Review of quarterly reports from Local
business days of receipt of
Territorial Authorities
understandable reports from a Local
Territorial Authorities

Review quarterly reports and
provide recommendations on
funding drawdowns to Department
of Internal Affairs within 15
business days of receipt of
complete and understandable
reports from Local Territorial
Authorities

Rural water improvement programme
is underway and on plan as agreed
with DIA

By end of FY22

Reporting

N/A

Timely quarterly reporting for DIA
Fit for purpose monitoring and reporting
and public in place that meets
systems are in place for programme
Government requirements

This class of outputs tracks CIP’s progress towards the achievement of the 3 waters reform programme
objectives. CIP has supported the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) in providing monitoring and review
services in respect of the fiscal stimulus funding programme for 3 waters infrastructure for Local Territorial
Authorities (LTAs). The programme is now in a new phase of implementation by LTAs where CIP will be
actively monitoring progress, supporting LTAs and recommending any necessary modifications/variations
to Delivery Plans to DIA. CIP will also be implementing the DIA’s rural water improvement programme as
agreed with DIA.
CIP’s performance in terms of review of quarterly reports and provision of recommendations on funding
drawdowns to DIA is measured by CIP having provided recommendations to DIA within 15 business days
of receipt of complete and understandable reports from LTAs. This measure reflects CIP’s activities in
respect to reviewing and monitoring LTA performance against their delivery plans as reported quarterly.
Measurement will be via CIP’s 3 waters database.
CIP’s performance in terms of reporting for the full programme is measured by CIP assessing that timely
quarterly reporting is being provided and is on plan as agreed with DIA.
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3.1.8 CIP’s performance targets for financial and operational efficiency

Performance targets for financial and operational efficiency

Financial Year

Fiscal 2021 Fiscal 2022

CIP net operational cost as percentage of
annual investment/grants

5%

5%

This measure outlines the operational efficiency of establishing and managing the various infrastructure
programmes. During FY22, CIP is involved in two programmes (being PSN and 3 waters infrastructure)
where CIP is not directly funding the investments but is incurring the management costs. If the investment
relating to those programmes is taken into account, CIP’s operational efficiency is improved further.
Each year the CIP Board plans CIP’s future level of resourcing, which depends on CIP’s scope of work and
functions.

4.

Infrastructure Partners’ operational and service performance

CIP monitors the operational and service performance of the Partners as described in this section. This is
the Partners’ responsibility; CIP’s role is to monitor performance to ensure that contractually agreed
service levels are being met.
4.1 CIP’s reportable measures
CIP monitors the operational and service performance of IRG build partners as described in this section.
This is the partners’ responsibility; CIP’s role is to monitor performance to ensure that contractually
agreed service levels are being met.
4.2 IRG reportable measure

Reportable
measure

Construction
start

Fiscal 2021
Forecast

Fiscal 2022
Target

More than 60% of CIP IRG projects
have commenced construction
activity as at end of FY21

At least [90%]6 of CIP contracted IRG
projects have construction commenced
as at end of FY22
4

4

Note these percentage will be reviewed before the finalisation of the SPE in June, to take account of any
additional approved projects.
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CIP’s partners’ performance in terms of at least [90%] of CIP contracted IRG projects being underway is
measured by project reports from counterparties confirming construction activity has commenced. CIP
will report on this measure in its Annual Report.
4.3

UFB, RBI2 and MBS service performance

The minimum service performance measures detailed below have been contractually agreed with the
Partners in their agreements with CIP. Enhanced service levels are also available. CIP is responsible for
monitoring service performance as per its contracts, while the Partners are responsible for meeting these
targets. UFB measures will move to the Commerce Commission’s remit under the Telecommunications
Act 2021 from 1 January 2022, so this will be the last year of measurement by CIP.

CIP’s Partners’ performance targets for UFB service performance
Service
Target
1.

Local Fibre Companies UFB1 Provisioning 6
•
•

Residential
Business/Priority

Chorus7 UFB1 and UFB2, and Local Fibre
Companies UFB2 Provisioning
• All end users

2.

Layer 28 performance per end user:
• Residential Restoration

• Business/Priority Restoration
3.

Layer 2 network performance per Candidate
Area9/POI Area10:
• Frame Loss11 (99% of Frames)
• Frame Delay (99% of Frames)
• Frame Delay Variation (99% of Frames)

• Within 4 business days
• Within 6 business days
(or date and time as agreed with the end user)

• All connections are to be completed on the date
agreed between LFC and the RSP/end user (Agreed
Date)
• 90% of the Agreed Dates must be within 60 days of a
properly completed order
• Within 12 hours
• Within 12 hours

• No more than 0.1%

• Availability Time/Network

6

Provisioning means the installation and activation of a UFB service for an end user such as a household or business.

7

Chorus Only: If orders exceed anticipated demand by 120%, then Chorus has additional time to complete the order that is
proportional to the increase in demand (e.g. a 125% increase in orders above the anticipated demand results in cycle time
extending from 60 days to 75 days).
8

Layer 2 of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI), associated with active fibre optic network infrastructure.

9

A Candidate Area is a town or city eligible for UFB.

10

A Point of Interconnection (POI) area is a specified group of UFB2 Candidate Areas.

11

A measure of data loss between two specified points.
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• No more than 5 ms (milliseconds) in UFB1 and 7 ms in
UFB212

• No more than 3 ms13 less than 30 minutes or 99.99%

4.

Layer 114 performance per end user:
• Default Restoration
• Level 1 Restoration (Priority)

• Level 2 Restoration (Priority)
• Level 3 Restoration (Priority)
5.

Layer 1 performance by Candidate Area/POI
Area:
• Average Downtime

•

6.

7.

Minimum Availability

•
•
•
•

Within 48 hours
Within 24 hours
Within 12 hours
Within 8 hours

•
•

No more than 2 hours
At least 99.98%, measured over a 12-month period

CIP Partners’ performance targets for RBI2 and MBS service performance
Minimum service
90% or more of all Eligible End Users must receive Rural
Broadband Retail Services at the Minimum Speeds or
greater measured across a rolling 12-month period
Operational availability
Rural Broadband Retail Services must have an Average
Availability to all Eligible End Users who receive such
services on a Grant Funded Network of 99.9% of the time,
measured across a 12-month rolling period

CIP reports on the Partners’ progress against these measures in its Annual Report.
4.4

Health and safety

CIP will ensure that it complies with its obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015. CIP is
committed to the wellbeing, health and safety of its employees, its contractors and the community. CIP
will continue to encourage its Partners to achieve zero serious harm injuries.
CIP will also continually seek to improve health and safety processes, awareness and compliance, across
its own organisation and through its infrastructure delivery Partners, and will encourage its contractors
to do the same.

12

There is some minor variation between service levels due to backhaul constraints as UFB2 towns can be a considerable
distance from the POI. If a primary backhaul link fails, and a secondary link is placed in service, then Frame Delay can increase
to 12 milliseconds whilst the secondary link is in use.
13

As per the CIP Telecommunications Forum measurement regime.

14

Layer 1 of the OSI Model, associated with passive fibre optic network infrastructure.
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CIP benchmarks the performance of Partners against key health and safety metrics such as the Total
Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR). The performance on TRIFR across Partners as at 31 May 2021
(on the basis of a rolling 12-month average) is shown below:

Partners’ performance against workplace health and safety benchmark
for Telecommunications Infrastructure Deployment
Benchmarks

Safety Metric

TRIFR14

CIP
NZ Construction

NZ Mining &
Utilities

12

11

4.2

15

[NOTE TRIFR to be updated for final June version]
CIP also focuses on the health, safety and wellness of its own staff, and has a zero-harm environment.
Infrastructure delivery Partners have measures in place to stay below this threshold, and this will be
reported on in CIP’s Annual Report.

5.

Key business assumptions

5.1

Reporting entity

The reporting entity is Crown Infrastructure Partners Limited (CIP, the Parent and the Company) and its
controlled subsidiaries (the Group). As at 30 June 2021 the controlled entities were Milldale Holdco GP
Limited, Milldale Infrastructure GP Limited, Milldale Holdco LP, Milldale Infrastructure LP, and CIP Services
Limited, which are 100% controlled. These controlled entities were established in September 2018 to
facilitate accelerated development of bulk housing infrastructure for the Milldale development located at
Wainui, Auckland. CIP is a limited liability company incorporated under the Companies Act 1993 and is a
Crown entity as defined by the Crown Entities Act. CIP is listed in Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act
1989.
The purpose of the Company, as amended to reflect the additional responsibilities, is to:
(a)

implement the government’s objectives in relation to improving the performance and availability of,
and access to:
(i)

ultra-fast broadband;

15

A TRIFR of 10 means there were 10 total recordable injuries (including lost time injuries and medical treatment injuries) per
one million hours worked. It is expected that TRIFR across UFB, RBI2/MBS and Regional Digital Connectivity programmes for fiscal
year 2021 should remain within a range of 3-5. This threshold reflects the increasing risk profile of the build programmes as work
expands from cities into smaller towns and more remote rural areas.
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rural broadband;
mobile voice and data coverage;
telecommunications backhaul; and
digital equipment,

by co-investing with, purchasing from, or making grants to, private sector participants in order to
deploy telecommunications network infrastructure and/or procure the delivery of
telecommunications services;
(b)

act as a delivery partner for the government’s programme to provide national public safety
communications capability, to enable the safe and effective provision of emergency services across
New Zealand, including by managing procurement and delivery of radio and cellular network
infrastructure and services; and

(c)

implement and/or facilitate funding and financing of infrastructure, including as provided for under
the Infrastructure Funding and Financing Act (the IFF Act) (upon the IFF Act receiving Royal Assent),
by co-investment with, or facilitating investment from, private sector or other participants, to
achieve the government’s objectives for:

(d)

(i)

the provision of infrastructure for housing and urban development; and

(ii)

the provision of other eligible infrastructure in accordance with the IFF Act; and

assist with the government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic by:
(i)

providing assistance to the Infrastructure Reference Group (the IRG) in relation to:
i.
ii.
iii.

(ii)

(e)

advice to the government on issues affecting the construction industry as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic and the government’s response to such issues;
assessing proposals for projects that may be suitable for potential government support
as part of COVID-19 response initiatives; and
preparing reports and other advice as necessary to assist the IRG to carry out its
purpose for the government; and

implementing, facilitating or otherwise assisting the government with any transaction, or class
of transactions, or providing assistance with any other matter, in relation to any projects that
are selected for government support, as agreed from time to time between the Company and
the Shareholding Ministers.

assist with the government's "3 Waters" reform programme by:
(i)

(ii)

providing oversight in relation to delivery plans prepared and carried out by regional or
district councils, or by other local authorities, and in particular by:
a.

reviewing each delivery plan prepared by regional or district councils, or by other local
authorities;

b.

prior to the disbursement of any funds in connection with any delivery plan, confirming
to the Secretary of Local Government that the delivery plan is consistent with
requirements set out in the relevant funding agreement; and

c.

monitoring the progress of work in connection with each confirmed delivery plan as
against the requirements of the delivery plan, and providing relevant information on
such progress to the Secretary of Local Government; and

implementing, facilitating, monitoring, advising or otherwise assisting the government with
the "3 Waters" reform programme, including, but not limited to, supporting infrastructure
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deployment, as agreed from time to time between the Company and the Shareholding
Ministers.

Section (e) above was added to CIP’s purpose as a result of its new 3 waters infrastructure monitoring
responsibilities.
CIP’s aim is to provide services to the public and implement Government policy, and, as such, CIP is a
public benefit entity (PBE) for the purposes of financial reporting under Public Sector PBE Standards (PBE
Standards). Accordingly, CIP has designated itself as a PBE for the purposes of New Zealand equivalents
to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS). CIP is a public authority and so is exempt from
the payment of income tax. Therefore, no provision has been made for income tax in CIP’s financial
statements.
5.2

Basis of preparation

The prospective financial statements have been prepared on consistent basis to the accounting policies
in the existing Statement of Performance Expectations for Financial Year 2020/21 together with the
additional accounting policies set out below.
5.3

Notes to the accounts

i.

Interest income: interest earned on cash balances with financial institutions, and imputed interest
from financial securities. The table below shows the reconciliation of interest income;

ii.

Grant Income: are the grants funded by the Telecommunications Development Levy (TDL) and the
Provincial Growth Fund (PGF) for improving rural broadband connectivity, reducing mobile
blackspots, providing fibre links to Haast and Milford, and digital connectivity to Marae/RDHs.
IRG grants are provided for the funding of infrastructure as part of the ‘shovel ready’ IRG work
programme (the IRG Grants). The nature of the IRG Grants are non-exchange revenue (PBE IPSAS
23), and the grant money is recognised as an asset, with the corresponding future payments to
the recipients recognised as a liability, and are reflected as Grant income and expense when the
grant payments are made.

iii.

Recoveries income: is reimbursement for infrastructure project transaction costs incurred by CIP
on behalf of a project. These costs are usually in the nature of establishment and financing costs
directly attributable to a specific infrastructure project, and include PSN costs.
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iv.

Fair value changes on investments: gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of CIP’s
investments, these include UFB investments, Milldale, IRG loans, and other infrastructure
investment.

v.

Depreciation and amortisation: depreciation charges on property, plant and equipment.

vi.

Grant Expenses: these expenses are the cost of the RBI2/MBS build that CIP is paying to RCG and
‘wireless ISPs’ (WISPs) funded from the TDL Levy for improving rural broadband connectivity,
reducing mobile blackspots, providing fibre links to Haast and Milford, and digital connectivity to
Marae/RDHs. IRG grants expenses are the cost of infrastructure as part of the ‘shovel ready’ IRG
work programme, and reflected as an expense as they are incurred.

vii.

CIP funded expenses: CIP funds RBI2/MBS including site leases, 3G operational expenditure and
expansion operational expenditure and mobile capacity upgrade, urban marae connectivity and
some of the Chatham Island’s satellite backhaul capacity expenses are those not covered by Grant
Funding.

viii.

Other company overheads: administrative costs for CIP including any additional costs associated
CIP’s new responsibilities for with IRG shovel ready and 3 Waters infrastructure monitoring.

ix.

UFB contribution – Chorus Equity Securities and Debt Securities and CCHL, and NFL loans: The
difference on initial recognition between the fair value of the investment and the contribution by
CIP represents CIP’s and the Crown’s contribution towards deployment by one of its Partners,
Chorus, that is funded through the issue of debt and equity securities.

x.

IRG contribution – is difference on initial recognition of the IRG loan and the contribution by CIP
represents CIP’s and IRG contribution arising as a result of the concessionary nature, if any, of the
loan.

xi.

Cash and cash equivalents: cash on hand with New Zealand’s major trading banks or Treasury Bills.

xii.

Capital: the Crown investment made in CIP is represented by 1,505,400,200 ordinary shares
issued at a value of $1.00. CIP forecasts calling $98.5 million.

6.

Significant accounting policies

6.1

Forecast financial information

The financial information contained below is prospective and, by its nature, contains assumptions which
may lead to material differences between the prospective financial information and the actual financial
results prepared in future reporting periods. CIP has undertaken a review of its financial models, and
believes they remain fit for purpose in assisting CIP in preparing prospective financial information.
Significant assumptions in the preparation of prospective financial information are for the investments in
Chorus, CCHL, NFL, Milldale LP and any future infrastructure investments. The prospective information
for BHI is subject to significant management judgement relating to the timing and quantum of the
investments, and the prospective information reflects the best information available to management.
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Revenue

Interest income is recognised using the effective interest method. Interest income on an impaired
financial asset is recognised using the original effective interest rate.
TDL and PGF grant income is recognised on receipt of the grant funds from MBIE.
The IRG grants are recognised as non-exchange revenue (PBE IPSAS 23), and to recognise the grant money
as an asset, and the corresponding payments to the recipients as a liability. As the IRG Grant conditions
are satisfied and the monies paid the asset and liability are reduced, and the corresponding transactions
are recognised as Grant income and expense in the Statement of Performance.
6.3

Investment in Chorus and CCHL, NFL, IRG loans, Investment in Treasury Bills and Milldale

CIP’s investment in CCHL, NFL, and IRG loans is categorised as a “loans and receivables” financial asset
and is measured initially at fair value and subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest
method, less any impairment. Any difference on initial recognition between the fair value of the
investment in LFC and IRG Loans and the contribution by CIP represents CIP’s contribution to the IRG
projects, and is reflected in the lines “UFB contributions - LFC Loans” and “IRG contributions - IRG Loans”.
Interest income is recognised by applying the effective interest method. In CIP’s financial statements, the
investment in unlisted Chorus Equity Securities and Chorus Debt Securities is categorised as an availablefor-sale financial asset and is measured at fair value. CIP has sold its shares in NFL, on 1 April 2021.
CIP part funded UFB for Enable through CCHL, who provided the funding to ESL (UFB build Partner), who
in turn advanced the funds to Enable Networks Limited to build of the UFB network. The advance can no
longer be drawn on and [was repaid] in May 2021 and is secured over the assets of Enable Networks
Limited.
Any difference on initial recognition between the fair value of the investment in the Chorus Debt and
Equity Securities and the contribution by CIP represents CIP’s and the Crown’s contribution to the
deployment of UFB in New Zealand, and is reflected in the line “UFB contributions – Chorus securities” in
surplus or deficit in the statement of comprehensive income. CIP’s investment in Chorus’s warrants is
treated as a derivative, which is categorised as a “fair value through profit or loss” financial instrument, is
measured at fair value and is accounted for in the same manner as the “fair value through profit or loss”
financial instruments above.
CIP’s investment in Treasury Bills is to fund the IRG projects. The Treasury Bills are short-dated
investments and are typically issued with 3, 6 and 12month maturities. Treasury Bills do not pay a coupon
instead they are issued as at discount to face value to reflect the interest yield on the bill. The interest
yield is reflected as amortised interest in the profit or loss up to the face value of the instrument. The
Treasury Bills are shown as current assets as their duration is no longer than 12 months. The investment
in the Treasury Bills is categorised as a “fair value through profit or loss” financial instrument, is measured
at fair value and is accounted for in the same manner as the “fair value through profit or loss” financial
instruments above.
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Creditors and other payables

Creditors and other payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30-day terms;
therefore, the carrying values of creditors and other payables approximate their fair values.
6.5

Goods and services tax

All items in the financial statements are presented exclusive of goods and services tax (GST), except for
receivables and payables, which are presented on a GST-inclusive basis. Where GST is not recoverable as
input tax, it is recognised as part of the related asset or expense. The net amount of GST recoverable from,
or payable to, Inland Revenue is included as part of receivables or payables in the statement of financial
position. The net GST paid to, or received from, Inland Revenue, including the GST relating to investing
and financing activities, is classified as operating cash flow in the statement of cash flows. Commitments
and contingencies are disclosed excluding GST.
6.6

Income tax

The Company is a public authority and consequently is exempt from the payment of income tax.
Accordingly, no provision has been made for income tax by CIP in the Company’s financial statements.
6.7

Statement of cash flows

The definitions of the terms used in the statement of cash flows are:
i.

cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank and in hand and short-term deposits with an
original maturity of three months or less that are readily converted to known amounts of cash
and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value;

ii.

operating activities are the principal revenue-producing activities of the Company and other
activities that are not investing or financing activities;

iii.

investing activities are those activities relating to the acquisition and disposal of current and noncurrent investments, property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and other non-current
assets; and

iv.

financing activities are those activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the
contributed equity of the Company.

6.8

Critical accounting estimates and assumptions

In preparing these financial statements CIP has made estimates and assumptions concerning the future,
which may differ from subsequent actual results. Estimates and assumptions are continually evaluated
and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Management has exercised its judgement in respect
of arriving at the fair values of its investments in Chorus, IRG and Milldale loans and receivables.
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Financial statements

Statement of Forecast Comprehensive Income for the Period 2020-2021
Forecast
2021
$000

SPE
2022
$000

Income
Interest income

42,706

48,468

2,198

5,139

Grant income

291,638

515,304

Total income

336,542

568,911

189

221

Personnel costs

6,773

7,160

Professional & advisory fees

4,688

6,735

Other expenses

3,648

3,740

86

664

2,674

3,783

24,612

48,769

266,086

425,822

68,421

14,471

UFB contributions - Chorus Debt Securities

9,630

34,672

Loan asset contributions

2,780

6,954

51,544

53,699

441,132

606,689

(104,590)

(37,779)

Recoveries income

Expenses
Directors' Fees

Depreciation
Financing costs
Non Grant project expenses*
Grant project expenses
UFB contributions - Chorus Equity Securities

Net fair value losses on FVTSD investments

Total expenses
Net surplus/(deficit)
*CIP funds this through returned funds and cashflow
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Statement of Forecast Changes in Equity for the Period 2020-2021

Opening balance 1 July 2020

Capital

Retained
earnings

Total

$000

$000

$000

1,431,900

(655,115)

776,785

(104,590) (104,590)

Net surplus/(deficits)
73,500

Capital contributions

73,500

Closing balance 30 June 2021

1,505,400

(759,705)

745,695

Opening balance 1 July 2021

1,505,400

(759,705)

745,695

(37,779)

(37,779)

Net surplus/(deficits)
98,547

Capital contributions
Closing balance 30 June 2022

1,603,947
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Statement of Forecast Financial Position for 2020-2021
Forecast
2021
$000

SPE
2022
$000

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

153,268

78,241

Investments in Treasury Bills

200,000

450,000

Trade and other receivables

181

152

GST receivables

-

-

Prepayments
Total current assets

56

32

353,505

528,425

10,276

9,812

612,000

162,000

51,521

61,011

-

-

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments in Treasury Bills
Investments in Infrastructure financed projects
Investment in LFC(s) equity
Investments in Chorus Equity Securities

316,102

326,681

Investments in Chorus Debt Securities

272,030

304,983

31,994

121,605

Total non-current assets

1,293,923

986,092

Total assets

1,647,428

1,514,517

Loans asset

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Creditors and other payables

2,287

1,865

203,970

464,001

Employee entitlements

742

806

Total current liabilities

206,999

466,672

656,520

192,519

38,214

48,862

Total non-current liabilities

694,734

241,381

Total liabilities

901,733

708,053

Deferred Revenue

Non-current liabilities
Deferred Revenue
Borrowings

Net assets
Contributed capital
Retained earnings
Total equity
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Statement of Forecast Cash Flows for 2020-2021
Forecast
2021
$000

SPE
2022
$000

Cash flows from operating activities
Interest received

1,092

1,320

Other receipts

2,017

5,487

Treasury Bills

812,000

Grant received

340,128

515,304

Payments to suppliers

(8,119)

(11,619)

Payments to employees

(6,875)

(6,354)

(292,688)

(425,822)

Non Grant project payments

(27,504)

(48,769)

Goods and services tax (net)

7,562

(3,198)

Grant payments

Net cash outflow from operating activities

827,614

26,349

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of investment in Chorus Equity Securities
Acquisition of investment in Chorus Debt Securities
Acquisition of investments in LFCs

(10,200)

(200)

(142,045)

(26,036)

(19,521)

(69,196)

(921)

-

Investment in IRG Loans

(25,747)

(103,732)

Proceeds from sale of investments in LFC

175,844

-

Gain on sale of equity investments in LFC

2,098

-

Acquisition of investments in Urban Development Infrastructure

(16,134)

(9,017)

Net cash outflow from investing activities

(36,626)

(208,181)

80,500

98,547

-

-

17,258

10,648

2,199

1,392

Interest paid

(2,674)

(3,783)

Net cash inflow from financing activities

97,283

106,804

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

888,270

(75,028)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

76,998

965,268

Cash, cash equivalents and T-Bills at the end of the year

965,268

890,241

Cash flows from Financing activities
Capital contribution - Crown
Proceeds from Treasury Bills redemption
Proceeds from borrowings
Infrastructure receipts
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Appendix: Directory

Shareholders
The Minister of Finance; and
The Minister for State Owned Enterprises.
Registered office
c/- Bell Gully
Level 22, Vero Centre
48 Shortland Street
Auckland Central
Auckland 1010, New Zealand
Contact address
PO Box 105321
Auckland 1143, New Zealand
Email
Web:
Phone:

info@crowninfrastructure.govt.nz
https://www.crowninfrastructure.govt.nz/
+64 9 912 1970

Auditor
The Auditor-General, pursuant to section 15 of the Public Audit Act 2001
Solicitor
Bell Gully
Bankers
ANZ Bank New Zealand Limited
ASB Bank Limited
Bank of New Zealand Limited
Kiwibank Limited
Westpac New Zealand Limited
Senior Management
Graham Mitchell, Chief Executive Officer
Sean Wynne, Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Dougal Evison, Finance Director
John Greenhough, Chief Technology Officer
Jeremy Holman, GM Infrastructure Delivery
Nick Manning, GM Government and Industry Affairs
Kathryn Mitchell, Chief Legal and Risk Officer
Board of Directors
Mark Binns (Chair)
Danelle Dinsdale
Chris Gudgeon
Kerry Knight
Bella Takiari-Brame
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LIMITED
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Presented to the House of Representatives
pursuant to the Crown Entities Act 2004

[Final version will include some maps or geographical representations on where CIP’s investments are
being made by region and by type]
[Final version will also be professionally produced and include pictures of infrastructure activity]
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Introduction

This Statement of Intent (SOI) is submitted by the Board of Directors of Crown Infrastructure
Partners Limited (CIP), pursuant to the Crown Entities Act 2004 and sets out CIP’s strategic objectives
and intentions from 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2025.
CIP’s scope of activities all relate to the funding of either private sector or local government to
deliver various types of infrastructure as determined by the Government. Accordingly, CIP’s focus on
any particular infrastructure class is determined by Government and notified in writing by
Shareholding Ministers and reflected in CIP’s constitution.
CIP’s purpose is to partner with the private sector and local government to deliver infrastructure to
improve the lives of New Zealanders. CIP does this by developing innovative solutions to meet
Government policy objectives, acting commercially to achieve policy outcomes, and taking pragmatic
approaches where appropriate. CIP utilises a mixture of private sector approaches and government
frameworks to procure, contract and manage delivery effectively, and focuses on outcomes-based
project management, utilising insightful monitoring and reporting tools and by maintaining strong
stakeholder relationships across all areas.
The economic impacts of COVID-19 are significant. Infrastructure investment will play a key role in
New Zealand’s long-term economic recovery.
CIP has responsibilities co-ordinating and implementing the Infrastructure Reference Group
infrastructure projects (along with other Government agencies). Investment in these projects will
inject fresh capital, confidence and jobs to support New Zealand’s economic recovery.
CIP also has a review and monitoring role of the Government’s investment in 3 waters infrastructure
with Local Territorial Authorities, supporting the Department of Internal Affairs in the Government’s
‘three waters’ (drinking water, wastewater and stormwater) review programme, as well as a role in
relation to its rural water quality programme.
CIP acts as ‘facilitator’ under the Infrastructure Funding and Financing Act 2020, which enables CIP to
facilitate the funding and financing of a broad range of infrastructure, in a wide range of scenarios.
CIP also has a core focus on telecommunications infrastructure including improving urban and rural
broadband through the Ultra-fast Broadband, Rural Broadband Initiative phase 2 and rural
broadband capacity upgrade programmes; improvements to mobile coverage of rural state highways
and tourism areas; regional digital connectivity programmes (including regional fibre links and
connecting marae to broadband). CIP is also the telecommunications network infrastructure delivery
procurement partner for the Public Safety Network, which is upgrading New Zealand’s critical
emergency services’ communication networks.
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CIP is responsible for the statements contained in this document, including the appropriateness of
the underlying assumptions.

Mark Binns
Chair
30 June 2021

Bella Takiari-Brame
Director
30 June 2021
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Operating environment

2020 was a challenging year for New Zealand due to COVID-19 and its flow-on economic impacts. It
has also been a year of further expansion of CIP’s responsibilities, and CIP has an important role in
supporting the Government in its response to the economic impacts of COVID-19. The economic
environment is unpredictable and so the contribution of infrastructure investment to support the
economy is important.
CIP is operating in an environment where many of its funded infrastructure programmes can draw on
the same or similar engineering, construction and supply chain resources. Accordingly, CIP
endeavours to balance the allocation and timing of infrastructure work across sectors and regions to
minimise any capacity constraints. A number of infrastructure owners need support with project
management and oversight of projects which CIP will support where warranted.
CIP is leading the co-ordination and implementation of the Infrastructure Reference Group (IRG)
economic stimulus programme, with investment into infrastructure of up to $3 billion of Government
funding alongside co-funding of approximately $2.5 billion. Under the IRG programme CIP is managing
a number of projects directly and co-ordinating oversight and reporting across the whole programme.
Additionally, CIP has the role of ‘facilitator’ in relation to the Infrastructure Funding and Financing Act
2020, which will enable financing of various types of infrastructure. These investments will support the
economy and particularly construction sector employment.
CIP’s role in supporting the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) with Government funding investment
into Local Territorial Authority (LTA) three waters infrastructure which will also support employment
and the Government’s three waters reform policy.
The broadband and mobile networks CIP is funding are supporting the changed work patterns resulting
from COVID-19 (especially the significant number of people working and students schooling remotely)
enabling New Zealanders to work at home, educate their children and conduct other essential activities
online. There are some supply chain challenges for telecommunications equipment as a result of the
worldwide COVID-19 situation, however our partners are managing these without significant impact.
Given the increased breadth and scale of CIP’s responsibilities, CIP is in an environment where it is
managing a broad range of infrastructure investments across the country for the Government with
regular reporting to Government on progress.
Given the nature of CIP’s activities, and that these are Government funded, there is strong public
interest in their progress. Therefore, CIP supports Government in the publishing of quarterly progress
reports on its three main infrastructure focus areas - being telecommunications, IRG infrastructure and
3 waters.
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The nature and scope of CIP

The Government determines the nature and scope of CIP activities through Cabinet decisions,
delegated Ministers’ decisions and communicates these to CIP through the issue of letters of
expectation and policy mandates associated with the various infrastructure initiatives.
The nature and scope of CIP activities, at the time of writing, is as follows:
•

Telecommunications infrastructure funding
o Ultra-fast Broadband programme;
o Rural Broadband Initiative phase two;
o Rural broadband capacity upgrades;
o Mobile Black Spots coverage;
o regional fibre links;
o marae and regional digital hubs connectivity; and
o supporting procurement for the Public Safety Network.

•

Infrastructure projects identified and approved by the Government through the Infrastructure
Reference Group, including:
o community infrastructure;
o transport infrastructure;
o social infrastructure;
o housing infrastructure;
o environmental infrastructure;
o government infrastructure; and
o other infrastructure as agreed to by Ministers.

•

3 waters infrastructure
o oversight of 3 waters infrastructure investment programme in conjunction with the
Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) to improve drinking, storm and wastewater treatment
and supporting the 3 Water reform programme;
o improve rural water supply in conjunction with DIA; and
o other activities in support of the 3 Waters Reform programme as agreed with by Ministers
and DIA.

•

Infrastructure financing
o acting as facilitator for Infrastructure Financing and Funding (IFF) of infrastructure including
community facilities, community infrastructure, environmental resilience and natural hazard
infrastructure, transport and water services infrastructure with a focus on supporting land
release for housing supply.
o where agreed with Ministers, direct funding of related infrastructure of IFF projects to enable
them to progress.
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Strategic objectives, approach and principles

CIP’s core capability is the ability to execute through infrastructure partners, oversee performance and
actively monitor progress - therefore CIP’s ability to influence its partners is key.
The strategic objectives of CIP are to deliver the:
•

UFB Strategic Objective: to implement the Government’s UFB programme providing access to
~86% of the population, urban businesses, schools and marae across at least 410 towns and cities
to Fibre-to-the-Premises network infrastructure providing services of not less than 100Mbps
download speeds and up to 1Gbps by 2022;

•

Rural Broadband Strategic Objective: to improve coverage and broadband performance for
~3.4% of remote rural population and businesses by 2023, and to improve rural broadband
performance in rural areas with existing coverage where there is congestion and/or ‘stop sells’
(no service being available due to capacity constraints) by 2024;

•

Mobile Black Spot Strategic Objective: to increase mobile coverage of rural state highways
(~1,400km) and tourism areas (~160) by 2023 and other mobile black spots as agreed to by
Government;

•

Regional Digital Connectivity Strategic Objective: funding regional fibre links to improve
resilience and services in rural areas as advised by Government, implementing marae digital
connectivity nationwide by 2022/23, and the implementation of further infrastructure as agreed
by Government;

•

PSN Strategic Objective: to be the telecommunication infrastructure provider to the emergency
services Public Safety Network (PSN), supporting the substantive implementation of the PSN by
CY2026;

•

IRG Strategic Objective: to implement projects where CIP is directly responsible and oversee the
whole IRG programme so the programme is substantially completed by end of 2023 and the
implementation of further infrastructure as agreed by Government;

•

3 Waters Strategic Objective: to support the DIA with oversight on the LTA 3 water infrastructure
investment and on rural supply to improve drinking water outcomes in conjunction with the 3
water reform process, and other support as agreed with Government to support the 3 water
reform process; and

•

IFF Strategic Objective: to enable the funding and financing (including direct funding when
agreed by Government) of infrastructure where funding constraints exist, through CIP‘s role as
facilitator, enabling increased infrastructure to be funded by 2025 (with a focus on enabling land
release to improve housing supply).

CIP’s approach to implementing Government infrastructure programmes includes:
•
•
•
•

development of innovative solutions to meet Government policy objectives;
acting commercially to achieve policy outcomes, and taking pragmatic approaches where
appropriate;
applying private sector models (within government frameworks) to procure, contract and
manage delivery effectively;
outcomes-based project management;
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utilising insightful monitoring and reporting tools; and
strong stakeholder relationships in all areas.

The strategic principles that guide CIP’s operations are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.

keep staff and contractors safe;
public policy outcomes are paramount;
always operate within fiscal envelope;
contract with infrastructure partners to execute/deliver outcomes;
take an outcome-based approach;
take a partnering approach to deliver outcomes;
actively monitor programme delivery;
prioritise stakeholder relationships;
high standard of appropriate public disclosure; and
always keep Government appraised of progress, and operate with Government in an open
and transparent manner.

How New Zealanders will benefit from CIP’s strategic objectives

All of CIP’s strategic objectives have a high public benefit element where many New Zealanders, iwi,
hapu, whanau and businesses will benefit as follows:
•

UFB Strategic Objective: will result in at least 86% of the population and urban businesses,
schools and marae having access to best-in-class fibre broadband. New Zealand is in the top
quartile of OECD countries for fibre-to-the-premise coverage. During COVID lockdowns the
significant benefits of New Zealanders having access to UFB were evident, with a seamless move
to work and educate from home with no congestion. UFB is providing significant societal benefit
by enabling New Zealanders to seamlessly work, educate, communicate with whanau and
friends, engage in e-commerce, and be entertained at home. Benefits to business of increased
remote working and access to high capacity fibre will improve overall productivity and enable
access to cloud applications without congestion or delay. Further benefits will include remote
medical support.

•

Rural Broadband Strategic Objective: will result in the most remote/rural 3.4% of the
population and those rural households/businesses who have experienced congestion/stop sells
now having access to improved broadband, thereby enabling many of the benefits of improved
connectivity to be gained in rural New Zealand. The rural broadband programmes will also
enable wide-spread access to ‘internet-of-things’ in rural areas, for example by enabling
productivity and tracking/tracing benefits in the agricultural sector, supporting New Zealanders’
largest export sector.

•

Mobile Black Spots Strategic Objective: will result in significant stretches of rural state highways
and tourism areas having access to mobile services where currently they do not. This will benefit
New Zealanders and tourists by having increased access to emergency services, emergency civil
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defence cell broadcast alerts1, ability to communicate with whanau and businesses, improved
navigation, and other benefits. The mobile towers being funded will also significantly benefit the
Public Safety Network which will utilise these towers in rural New Zealand.
•

Regional Digital Connectivity Strategic Objective:
o

The deployment of regional fibre links will benefit New Zealand by providing increased
resilience to the overall telecommunications network, bringing advanced
telecommunications services to remote areas of New Zealand (for example Haast and
Milford) and supporting the rural broadband and mobile programmes by providing network
connectivity to this infrastructure; and

o

The rollout of the marae digital connectivity programme will benefit iwi, hapu and whanau
by providing broadband and digital equipment to marae enabling virtual hui, a digital hub for
hapu, access to broadband for whanau who cannot afford it enabling tamariki to conduct
remote learning and more generally use the internet for e-commerce and remote businesses
(including potentially gaining access to telemedicine services).

•

PSN Strategic Objective: will benefit New Zealanders by providing the most up to date, secure,
resilient communications capability to emergency services, with improved coverage and
capability for the emergency services to better serve the public and improve wellbeing for the
public, especially in rural areas;

•

IRG Strategic Objective: will benefit New Zealanders throughout the country by providing new
community facilities such as sports, recreation and swimming pools, social housing, increased
land supply for housing, improved transport links, social facilities (such as YMCA and City
Missions) and increased tertiary education facilities.

•

3 Waters Strategic Objective: will benefit New Zealanders by improving drinking water quality
nationwide; reducing untreated or poorly treated wastewater discharges into waterways,
harbours and beaches; and improving storm water management.

•

IFF Strategic Objective: will enable infrastructure to be funded for communities which
previously could not be funded, improving land availability for housing, transport outcomes, 3
water improvements and community facilities.

6.
6.1

How CIP will deliver on key outcomes
How CIP will achieve its strategic outcomes

CIP intends to manage its functions and operations to achieve these outcomes by:
•

conducting due diligence where necessary into infrastructure funding proposals;

1

A large number of the March 2021 tsunami cell broadcast alerts were broadcast through Government funded
coastal mobile towers, with approximately 8 million messages sent.
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•

where required, conducting competitive market procurement for infrastructure proposals
that meet agreed Government outcomes;

•

contracting with infrastructure delivery partners for Government funding, any co-funding
and infrastructure outcomes as agreed with Government;

•

where the infrastructure investment requires financing, to conduct that financing through
non-recourse Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) on a market competitive basis to match the
cash durations of the underlying infrastructure investment;

•

where final Government approval is required (i.e. IRG projects and IFF equity funding and
levy setting), progress those approvals after consultation with the relevant portfolio
agencies and The Treasury;

•

where any changes to existing policy settings may be necessary to achieve infrastructure
outcomes, highlight these to the relevant policy portfolio agency and provide support in
respect to any policy setting changes;

•

in providing support to DIA in respect to the 3 water reforms, providing regular reviews and
recommendations on Local Territorial Authority performance on the delivery of the
Government funded 3 waters infrastructure investment programme and other 3 water
reform programmes (such as rural water) where CIP is overseeing the delivery;

•

have regular constructive dialogue with infrastructure delivery partners, Local Territorial
Authorities and third party financiers to maintain good stakeholder engagement;

•

monitor infrastructure investment delivery cost and scope risks, and where risks are
increasing or not mitigated, seek appropriate actions from infrastructure delivery partners
to remedy these;

•

developing databases and reporting systems to monitor all programmes;

•

supporting infrastructure delivery partners to ensure targets and outcomes are achieved by
providing subject matter expertise where necessary to provide guidance in procurement
contracting, reporting and risk management;

•

monitoring any investment in infrastructure partners where those funds are to be returned
to the Crown;

•

actively monitoring and managing infrastructure partners through regular insight reporting
to ensure targets are achieved; and

•

provide regular progress reporting on all programmes to Government and, where
determined by Government, to the public.
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Government and social outcome delivery

CIP intends to manage its functions and operations to deliver Government and social outcomes by:

7.

•

monitoring health and safety performance by infrastructure partners across all relevant
programmes, and ensuring CIP’s own staff/contractors have a safe working environment
and do not suffer any harm;

•

continuing to work with the relevant Government officials as its work programmes
progress, and on any material changes to such programmes. CIP is mindful of consulting
with officials when it raises various matters or options with Ministers which require policy
consideration;

•

remaining cognisant of the Government’s focus on wellbeing and investigating and
potentially establishing reporting frameworks being adopted across the Crown’s
commercial entities;

•

consistent with Government support for increased diversity and gender balance on
Boards, continuing to acknowledge the Government’s encouragement to support diversity
and inclusion in the workplace and in leadership;

•

managing CIP so as to avoid waste, increase efficiency and reduce future costs;

•

establishing and implementing climate reduction initiatives for CIP, and working with
infrastructure partners to encourage them to develop initiatives relating to projects CIP is
already funding (and for future projects making this a requirement of funding);

•

identifying any opportunities to exit investments earlier to improve recycling of funds into
other government initiatives, and notifying Ministers of these opportunities; and

•

updating forecasts of any surplus capital throughout the SOI period.

Measurement of CIP strategic objectives

The framework for establishing annual CIP performance targets and measures through to 2025 for
assessing performance against CIP’s strategic objectives, as well as financial and operational
efficiency, are set out below. Targets for each specific year are set annually in CIP’s SPE and
performance against these measures are reported on in CIP’s Annual Report.
Achieving the various strategic objectives within the fiscal envelope is CIP’s key accountability – in
particular, ensuring that infrastructure for each programme is deployed on time and in line with the
Government’s policy requirements.
7.1

Infrastructure Financing Objective

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the IFF strategic objective will include:
•

progress towards transaction close for IFF funded projects including once developed the
likely number or value of transactions that will be closed or advanced in any particular year;
and

•

the development, advancement and updating of a pipeline of projects for infrastructure
which are suitable for being funded by IFF.
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IRG Objective

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the IRG strategic objective will include:
•

•

for projects which CIP is responsible for:
o

projects commencing within 12 months;

o

overall CIP IRG projects’ total progress; and

o

projects which are likely to be completed that year and achievement by those
projects of original outcomes specified.

for the overall IRG programme:
o

7.3

reporting of overall programme performance to the Government and public.

3 Waters Objective

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the 3 Waters strategic objective will include:
•

measures on the delivery of various reporting, recommendations and delivery plan variations
to the DIA on 3 water stimulus investment;

•

outcomes of any 3 water infrastructure delivery programmes agreed with DIA which CIP is
delivering (e.g. rural drinking water);

•

measures relating to any form of support DIA has requested in regard to the 3 waters reform
programme; and

•

reporting of overall programme performance to the Government and public.

7.4

UFB Objective

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the UFB strategic objective will include:
•

number of premises handed over by Partners to CIP or the applicable Local Fibre Company
(LFC) for user acceptance testing;

•

number of end users (such as households) able to connect to UFB; and

•

percentage of the population that has access to UFB.

Maps showing the areas where UFB is being deployed can be found on CIP’s website at
https://www.crowninfrastructure.govt.nz/ufb/where/.
7.5

Rural Broadband and Mobile Black Spots Strategic Objectives

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the Rural Broadband and Mobile Black Spots
strategic objectives will include:
•

contracted Rural End Users to receive improved broadband;
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•

contracted Mobile Black Spot tourist sites covered;

•

contracted Mobile Black Spot highway kilometres covered;

•

population percentage receiving improved rural broadband;

•

mobile towers receiving capacity upgrades; and

•

rural end users benefiting from improved broadband capacity upgrades.

Maps showing the areas where rural broadband is being improved and rural mobile coverage
extended can be found on CIP’s website at https://www.crowninfrastructure.govt.nz/rural/where/.
7.6

Regional Digital Connectivity Strategic Objective

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the Regional Digital Connectivity strategic
objective will include:
•

regional fibre links:
o

•

7.7

completion timing for individual fibre links and, where available, deployment
measures;

marae connectivity programme:
o

time to connect marae capable of connection; and

o

average time for hardware in place for marae capable of connection;

Public Safety Network Strategic Objective

Specific measures which will be developed each year for the Public Safety Network strategic
objective will include:
•

when PSN project is in pre-deployment stages, measures will reflect various stages of predeployment activity such as procurement and contracting; and

•

once contracted the PSN measures will reflect deployment metrics once deployment plans
are agreed with delivery partners.

7.8

Financial and operational efficiency

Each year the CIP Board will plan the future resourcing levels of CIP, and consult with its shareholding
Ministers and relevant portfolio Ministers, , depending on:
•

progress made towards achieving the various strategic objectives of the company;

•

the performance of infrastructure partners in meeting their obligations under CIP contracts;

•

any new initiatives or expansion of existing initiatives; and

•

the degree to which Crown investment is actively monitored, based on the current level of
risk and the level of support the Government requires.

Over the next four years, CIP will continue to ensure operational expenditure is appropriate for the
scale and scope of activities as set by Government. CIP may also determine that some functions are
no longer required or can be performed more effectively by other Government agencies.
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Details of CIP’s forecasts and financial statements are provided in its SPE for the current and
upcoming fiscal years. CIP also expects to maintain its operational efficiency over time. The ratio of
operational costs to its annual investment infrastructure and infrastructure investments being
overseen is expected to remain at or below 5% over this SOI period.

8.
8.1

Organisational health and capability
Company values

CIP’s values are:

8.2

Health and safety

CIP has zero tolerance for anything that endangers the health, safety and wellbeing of people and
maintains a continued focus on health and safety and to provide a safe environment and wellbeing
for staff. As a Crown company operating with infrastructure partners across a large number of
infrastructure projects, CIP has a strong focus on compliance with the Health and Safety at Work Act
2015.
CIP encourages its infrastructure partners to focus on health and safety matters and benchmarks
those partners’ performance against key industry safety measures, such as the Total Recorded Injury
Frequency Rate (TRIFR). CIP will report its health and safety outcomes each year in its annual report.
8.3

Capability development

CIP supports its staff to achieve its strategic objectives and purpose by:
•

focusing on capability development to align the available skills with current organisational
and Government outcome requirements;
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•

focusing on collaboration and staff engagement across the company; and

•

maintaining employee wellbeing.

CIP will continue to develop and maintain the following core capabilities:

8.4

•

commercial negotiation and procurement expertise;

•

corporate finance and legal expertise;

•

probity procurement expertise;

•

delivery oversight and monitoring expertise;

•

database and reporting expertise;

•

engineering expertise in the various areas of infrastructure focus;

•

facilitation expertise in IFF;

•

stakeholder, Government relationship and communications expertise; and

•

financial management, analysis, settlements, cashflow management and reporting
expertise.

Ensuring CIP is a good employer

The successful achievement of CIP’s strategic objectives depends on adequate capability in a number
of areas, including those relating to technical, commercial, financial and investment expertise. It is
important that CIP retains skilled staff, is a good employer and offers an attractive place to work.
Consistent with the State Services Commission’s Government Expectations on Employment Relations
in the State Sector, CIP employer policies also aim to ensure that the Company respects its equalopportunity responsibilities.
CIP will report each year in its annual report results of its staff engagement survey.
8.5

Risk management

CIP operates with a rigorous approach to risk management, which includes maintaining a regularly
updated register of risks to the delivery of its strategic objectives, managing these through an agreed
management process, and receiving oversight from the Board’s Audit and Risk Committee as
described in Section 9.3.
8.6

Climate change

CIP works with the Ministry for the Environment by contributing to its National Climate Change Risk
Assessment under the the Climate Change Response Act 2002 on how CIP is preparing for the
impacts of climate change.
CIP’s operations do not directly have a significant emissions impact as the company is office-based
and does not own any assets which generate carbon emissions. CIP’s main area to manage in this
regard is emissions generated by staff and contractor travel, and CIP seeks to offset the emissions
when procuring travel services and where possible use virtual meetings instead of travel.
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CIP will, where appropriate, develop initiatives for its own operation and also encourage its
infrastructure partners to focus on the same.
8.7

Procurement

CIP follows All of Government (AOG) procurement rules and also maintains the highest levels of
probity. CIP will seek to implement new areas of socially responsible procurement as set out in AOG
procurement including focus on iwi businesses, where possible, recognising that CIP’s partners
conduct all material procurement.
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9. Governance
9.1

Organisation form

Incorporated in 2009 under the Companies Act 1993, CIP is a Crown-owned company, listed under
Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act 1989 and subject to the Crown Entities Act 2004, the Official
Information Act 1982 and the Ombudsmen Act 1975.
Its shareholders are the Minister of Finance and the Minister for State Owned Enterprises, who each
hold 50% of the issued share capital. As it aims to provide services to the public rather than make a
financial return, CIP has designated itself a public benefit entity.
9.2

Board of Directors

Following its established policy of strategic planning, sound procedures and regulatory compliance,
the Board is committed to a high standard of corporate governance in guiding and monitoring the
business.
Responsibility for CIP’s operation and administration lies with the Chief Executive, who is
accountable to the Board, which is currently made up of five non-executive Directors appointed by
shareholding Ministers, following Cabinet approval.
9.3

Board committees

To help Directors carry out their duties and fulfil their responsibilities, the Board has two standing
committees. These are the:

9.4

•

Audit and Risk Committee, which provides recommendations, counsel and information on
accounting, reporting, risk management, in depth health and safety and responsibilities
under legislation. Its Terms of Reference also cover the role of internal audit; and

•

Remuneration Committee, which provides advice and recommendations on remuneration
and human resources policies for CIP.

Consultation with Ministers

CIP expects to continue regular liaison with key officials and to engage with shareholding Ministers
and the relevant portfolio Ministers as required. In particular, CIP will consult with its shareholding
Ministers and the portfolio Ministers on any matters involving Government policy and any
substantial matter not contemplated in this SOI or the annual SPE.
9.5

Crown Entities Act requirements

CIP is subject to various sections of the Crown Entities Act, including the following:
•

section 100 requires CIP to provide shareholding Ministers with advance notice of its
intended investments during each financial year;

•

section 133 requires the Board to supply to its responsible Ministers any information
relating to its operations or performance as requested by Ministers;
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•

section 134 details good reasons for refusing to supply such information;

•

sections 139 and 150 require preparation of an SOI and Annual Report;

•

sections 149C and 149E require CIP to table an SPE outlining its reportable outputs and
the intended achievement of each output;

•

sections 154–156 relate to the preparation of the annual financial statements;

•

section 158 relates to bank accounts; and

•

sections 162 and 163 prohibit borrowing and restrict guarantees and indemnities.

Other statutory requirements

Under the Public Audit Act 2001, the Controller and Auditor-General is the auditor of CIP.
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Company policies
Dividend policies

As set out in its Constitution, CIP is not expected to return any profit, distribution or dividend to the
Government until the UFB Objective has been achieved.
CIP will advise Government when surplus capital is available which could be used to invest in further
infrastructure, reduce appropriation drawings, or return to shareholders.
10.2

Acquisition policies

CIP, as part of its infrastructure funding initiatives will be making investments in equity, quasi-equity
and debt securities. Such investments are actively monitored and CIP approaches such investments
prudently to mitigate any risk of loss recognising that some investments are driven by Government
policy outcomes and hence may have greater financial risk in which case these are highlighted to
Government. CIP would not make any acquisitions outside its scope and normal course of business
without explicit Government approval.
10.3

Financing

CIP (through subsidiaries) will raise debt and equity from capital markets for IFF related projects,
which will be securitised against the revenue streams from such infrastructure. This financing will
always be non-recourse to CIP parent company and will not be guaranteed by the Crown or CIP
Parent. Any exceptions to this will likely be through the Government Support Package as part of the
IFF framework and would be explicitly agreed to by the Crown.
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s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
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s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(f)(iv)

s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and s9(2)(f)(iv)

9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)
s9(2)(b)(ii) and 9(2)(j)
9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)

9(2)(b)(ii)
9(2)(b)(ii)
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